
INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND 

SUPPORT FOR FACULTY RESEARCH 

INTRODUCTION 

Faculty research contributes to the academic health of IUSB and is 
encouraged and supported by the faculty, the administration, and Indiana 
University's Board of Trustees. This booklet will acquaint readers with 
both the research support programs which are available to all faculty of 
Indiana University and those which IUSB provides from its own resources. 
Faculty are encouraged to avail themselves of the programs outlined in 
the following pages. 

This booklet contains three sections. Part One summarizes research 
administration at IUSB, including the services provided and the 
procedures required for both intramural and extramural proposals. Part 
Two describes pertinent university programs, whether locally or 
centrally managed. Part Three contains two kinds of supplemental 
information, copies of most of the application or other forms mentioned 
elsewhere in the booklet, a bibliography of reference materials about 
grant writing that are available in the IUSB Library, and instructions 
for using GRANTLINE ONLINE, a university database of funding sources. 
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IUSB RESEARCH SUPPORT STRUCTURE 

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

In recognition of the value of faculty research, the Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs has charged the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs with providing appropriate research support. That support takes 
several forms--sharing information about grant opportunities, 
coordinating application processes, and maintaining records of the 
faculty's scholarly and creative achievement. 

The Associate Vice Chancellor maintains a library of guidelines from 
funding agencies and foundations, along with a collection of materials 
about effective proposal writing. Subscriptions to newsletters and 
clearinghouse publications provide additional information about current 
programs and their deadlines. Research opportunity information is 
circulated to faculty by separate announcement or by a newsletter from 
this office. Grant/Scan, an electronic information system, is 
available for use by all faculty. Information and a free instructional 
brochure can be obtained by calling the Office of Research and Sponsored
Programs at IUPUI {274-8285}. Searches of the computerized databas~ 
called SPIN are available to faculty through the Office of Research and 
Graduate Development in Bloomington (855-0516). Copies of Grantline, a 
monthly newsletter, are sent by the Associate Vice Chancellor's office 
to division chairs. 

While faculty scholarship and creative effort are encouraged and equally
deserving of support, university resources and facilities {e.g., word 
processing, manuscript typing, postage costs, long distance telephone 
charges, and duplicating services) will not be used for the preparation 
of doctoral dissertations. In addition, they will ordinarily not be 
used for the preparation of book length manuscripts destined for 
publication for which fa~ulty members expect remuneration, or for the 
analogous preparation of works of art. Funds to underwrite both 
scholarship and creative efforts may, however, be sought by mean~ of a 
Grant in Aid of Research from the Research and Development Committee. 

THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

This committee administers intramural research funds (which are 
disbursed as Summer Faculty Fellowships, Grants in Aid of Research, and 
Curriculum Development awards). The committee consists of eight members 
who are appointed by the Executive Committee of the Academic Senate and 
the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, who serves as an ex 
officio member. In general, the Associate Vice Chancellor's office -
serves as liaison between applicants for grants and fellowships and the 
committee which recommends awards to the Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs. The committee meets several times during the academic year to 
evaluate grant-in-aid and curriculum development requests and once 
yearly to rank fellowship applications •. Each fall it circulates copies 
of its policies and procedures, and each spring it publishes an annual 
report. 
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GRANT PROCEDURES 

INTRAMURAL GRANTS: IUSB 

IUSB's budget includes three kinds of research support: Summer Faculty
Fellowships, Grants in Aid of Research, and Curriculum Development
awards. All three are covered in Part Two of this booklet. The year's
application deadlines are announced in the fall by the Research and 
Development Committee chair. 

All proposals use the same application form. It is available in 
division offices or from the office of the Associate Vice Chancellor, to 
whom completed proposals should be sent. Letters of recommendation 
should be sent to the Committee chair. Every year, recipients must file 
project reports with the Associate Vice Chancellor. Faculty are also 
asked to submit copies of publications or other materials which result 
from research supported in this fashion. 

Insofar as possible, applications for IUSB-supported grants should be 
written in layman's language. While specialized terminology may be used 
as needed, the wider implications and values of any proposed research 
should be made clear. Most members of the Research and Development
Committee, which evaluates these proposals, will not be specialists in 
the applicant's field. The way to obtain expert judgment is to solicit 
(and obtain) detailed supporting letters from other scholars and to 
include these with one's application. 

Other means of strengthening proposals include: 

--Demonstrating familiarity with significant and current research 
in the proposed area of investigation. This may be achieved by
describing related research, or by including a pertinent, 
annotated bibliography. 

--Demonstrating that previous awards have led to productive work. 
Committee members want to know whether applicants have received 
other research awards, and if so, what the outcomes of those 
projects were. 

--Presenting a budget which conforms to what the narrative 
describes and explaining in reasonable detail how costs have 
been determined. 

INTRAMURAL GRANTS: SYSTEMWIDE 

In addition to the research funds provided from IUSB's own resources,
local faculty have access to systemwide funds made available on a 
competitive basis to all of Indiana University's faculty. Some of these 
are described in the IU Academic Handbook, pp. 73-76. Each program has 
its own application guidelines; specific details are contained in Part 
Two of this booklet. The programs and their sponsors include: 

Office of Learning Resources--curriculum development grants. 



President's Council on the Arts and Sciences: 1) inter-campus
faculty support up to $500, 2) grants for inter-campus 
collaboration involving three or more IU campuses. 

President's Council on the Humanities: publication subsidies, 
grants-in-aid of research for faculty in the humanities, U.S. 
research travel seed money, and department or program grants. 

President's Council on International Programs: grants-in-aid,
travel, and publication subsidies pertaining to international 
studies. 

President's Council on the Social Sciences: publication
subsidies, grants-in-aid for faculty in the social sciences, U.S. 
travel seed money, and department or program grants. 

University Research Operations Conmittee (UROC): supplemental
grants-in-aid for funded projects. 

Hewlett Foundation Grant Program: summer development grant for 
one faculty member from each smaller campus to conduct 
international studies related research in Bloomington. 

Still other systemwide grants are designed to encourage scholarly
exchanges of information rather than research projects per se: 

International Faculty Exchange: program for faculty to teach and 
conduct research abroad. 

International Visitor's Exchange: travel, per diem and honoraria 
costs for guest speakers. 

Overseas Conference Fund: travel grants. 

One other program should be noted, although it is not managed by the 
university: the Indiana Consortium for International Programs (ICIP}
awards grants for curriculum development, outside consulting services, 
and seminars/conferences pertaining to international studies. 

In most cases these applications require the endorsement of the Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs and are submitted through the Associate 
Vice Chance11 or. 

EXTRAMURAL GRANTS 

Most faculty proposals for outside support involve Indiana University as 
the fiscal agent for funds received and IUSB as the site of funded 



activities.1 Procedures for applying for these grants are governed by
the fact that Indiana University provides centralized management of most 
fiscal affairs, including contractual arrangements between faculty and 
external agencies for funded research or training. As a result, 
PROPOSALS FOR EXTRAMURAL GRAIITS MUST BE ROUTED THROUGH APPROPRIATE 
CIWIELS AT BOTH SOUTH'BEIID (department/division, Business Office, Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and Chancellor) AID BLOOMIIGTOR (Office
of Contract and Grant Administration). Pages 35-36 of the 1979 IUSB 
Facult~ Handbook summarize this dual responsibility. What follows-
desert es aspects of that responsibility in greater detail. Throughout
the application process the Associate Vice Chancellor serves as liaison 
between faculty and the involved administrative offices, both here and 
in Bloomington. 

Officially, the Contract and Grant Administration phase of applying for 
extramural grants begins when the proposal and its budget have been 
completed. (Realistically, consultation will have begun while the 
proposal is being written and the budget prepared.) The division 
submitting a proposal prepares as many copies as the funding agency 
requests, plus three more copies for Indiana University2, plus one for 
the Human Subjects in Research Committee, if appropriate, and one more 
if the proposal will be submitted to an agency of the State of Indiana. 

If the project will rely upon human subjects, IUSB•s Human Subjects in 
Research Committee must be notified at this time. All other copies of 
the proposal· are submitted to the Associate Vice Chancellor, together 
with a Route Sheet and an Administrative Digest Information Form (see
below). These assist Contract and Grant Administration and IUSB with 
their own record keeping. The route sheet indicates that all required 
approvals of a proposal and its budget have been obtained. The 
Administrative Digest Information Form defines the expense categories
into which grant funds will be divided and enables Contract and Grant 
Administration to establish a project account. When this is done an 
Administrative Digest for- that account is sent to IUSB. Receipt of this 
document me~ns that funds are in place to be drawn upon for project 
activities. 

1. The chief exception to this rule would be fellowships such as those 
provided by NEH or NSF which serve in lieu of salary for projects which 
do not involve Indiana University facilities. While fellowship
applications are not routed through the full range of university 
channels, they should ordinarily be presented to the department and/or
division chair and the Associate Vice Chancellor•s office for 
informational purposes and support. This routing is requir~d when the 
fellowship program specifies institutional nomination and/or limits the 
number of applications accepted from an institution. 

2. For the Vice Chancellor•s office, Business Office, and Contract and 
Grant Administration. 



ROUTE SHEET 

IUSB's route sheet is designed to reduce confusion about the information 
requested. A copy is included in Part Three. The following
instructions should make it possible to fill one in correctly. 

The Agency is the organization from which funds are sought. A 
complete mailing address should be provided. Each agency
specifies how many copies of a proposal must be submitted, and a 
cut-off date for either receipt of proposals or their postmark.
Contract and Grant Administration staff will try to honor those 
deadlines; since they are crucial to a proposal's success, they 
should be specified exactly. 

The Account Manager or account supervisor is the project's fiscal 
agent, the budgetary link between the agency and the university. 
Account managers must be full-time university employees. They are 
usually departmental or divisional chairs. 

The Project Director is the person responsible for project 
activities. The same information should be supplied as for the 
Account Manager. 

The Amount Requested is the total sum requested from the agency;
it may not be the same as total project costs. This line also 
appears on the Administrative Digest Information Form. 

Duration is the project's expected length--from month/day/year to 
month/day/year. 

The Brief Layman's Description informs Contract and Grant 
Administration of what the project is about. These descriptions
will be used in a computer-based file of current Indiana 
University research. They should be self contained and should not 
refer readers to sections of the proposal. 

The Nature of Project identifies key aspects of the proposal. The 
most significant one, from Contract and Grant Administration's 
point of view, is whether project activities will take place on or 
off campus. The location of these activities determines the 
indirect cost rate to be charged the funding agency. 

The Special Needs section identifies the extent to which the 
proposal requires access to university resources. It also serves 
as a checklist to verify that, when these resources are involved, 
all persons responsible for their-administration have been 
notified and have given their consent. 

Use of human subjects in research mandates special federal 
procedures and requires the written approval of the 
responsible campus committee. 



Many projects require additional seace in the form of 
offices. Agreement upon the locat1on of this space must be 
cleared with the Chancellor's Council via the Associate Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 

When IUSB's audio-visual equiement is required, the 
Director of Instructional Med1a Services must confirm in 
writing that that office is able to meet project needs. 

Computer service needs--computer time, staff time--must be 
cleared with the Director of Computer Services, and budgeted
for. 

Laboratory animals require maintenance facilities and the 
approval of the affected departments. 

Any demands to be made upon the IUSB Library--for example,
for database searches--must be cleared with the Library 
Director. 

An indirect cost waiver means that the university has agreed
to relinquish all or part of what it might otherwise collect 
from funding agencies for accounting services, space and 
utilities consumption, and so forth. Such waivers must be 
requested, in writing, by the Chancellor. 

Tuition waivers mean that the university relinquishes part or 
all of the fees it charges for providing instruction. The 
Admissions Office must agree to such arrangements. 

Matchin¥ funds are funds contributed from one or more 
univers ty accounts to the project account. Written 
permission from all affected account managers must be 
obtained. 

The list of required Approvals is largely self-explanatory. Both 
divisional and departmental chairs must sign on the second line for Arts 
and Sciences proposals. The Assistant Vice Chancellor for Business 
Affairs will sign for the Business Office, and it is wise to collect his 
signature first of all, to indicate that a project budget satisfies 
university regulations. The Associate Vice Chancellor signs on the 
fourth line, monitors the acquisition of the remaining signatures and 
letters of support, if needed, and then mails the required number of 
copies, the administrative digest information form, and the route sheet 
to Contract and Grant Administration. 

Since all extramural proposals are routed through Contract and Grant 
Administration more time is consumed than might be realized before they
are mailed to their final destinations. At least five working days are 
needed for any proposal to clear IUSB, reach Bloomington, be processed
there and sent on to a funding agency. And this schedule presumes that 
IUSB's Business Office has already approved the proposal's budget when 
the countdown begins. A grant submitted for local signatures on a 
Friday afternoon will not be mailed to its final destination for another 



/ eight to ten days. Since some funding agencies enforce their de.adlines 
to the minute, proposal preparation must take thh time lag into 
account. Proposals must be submitted to the Associate Vice Chancellor 
TEN DAYS PIIOR TO ANY STATED DIADLINE. In exceptional situations 
requiring shorter lead-times, the project director should contact the 
Associate Vice Chancellor as soon as possible to determine whether it 
will be possible to expedite the proposal. 

ADMINISTRATIVE DIGEST INFORMATION FORM 

A copy of this form is included in Part Three. It is an accounting
document which rearranges project budgets to fit the expense categories
used by Indiana University. These categories are identified by four
digit numbers; the most common grant-related categories appear on this 
form. Once a grant account has been established, funds cannot be 
transferred from one major expense line to another without authorization 
from both South Bend and Bloomington. For that reason it is important
to establish a realistic budget within these categories in the first 
place. 

Business Office staff can answer your questions about expense Hnes and 
the preparation of this form. The following remarks about the 
categories which you are most likely tc:> _encounter should help: 

2000 =Full-time appointments with faculty rank 
2300 =Adjunct faculty appointments 
2400 =Administrative appointments without faculty rank, 

including all positions with PA rank 
2500 =Clerical staff CCL rank codes)
3000 =Hourly wage employees
4000-5000 =Supplies and expenses, an enormous category which 

includes telephone and utility charges, data 
processing, duplicating, postage, and space and 
equipment rental fees as well as supplies.

5500 = Indirect cost 
5600-5700 = Fringe benefits 
6000 =Travel. Mileage and per diem rates are set by the 

university and may not be exceeded. 
7000 = Capital equipment, including 7100 (Library materials). 

Indirect cost (5500) is the cost to the university of administering 
grants. It is computed as a percentage of the total direct cost of each 
project to its funding agency. The prescribed rate will vary from year 
to year, and in some cases from agency to agency. But the basic rate is 
that negotiated between Indiana University. and the federal government.
Unless agencies prohibit or limit the charging of indirect cost, it must 
be added at the basic rate to the direct cost of each proposal. (See
below under ''Indirect Cost" for additional information.) 

Extramural grants must account for the fringe benefits as well as the 
salaries or wages of all personnel involved in funded projects. As 
federal laws or university policies change, fringe benefits change too. 
The chart below lists the current fringe benefit percentages for all 
employees. 



Retirement and Fringe Benefits effective July 1, 1989 
A. TIAA-CREF for persons on 10 or 12 month appointment

TIAA-CREF Retirement 19.40% 
FICA 7.65% 
Other Fringe Benefits 6.90t 

33.951 
B. Fringe Benefits and Retirement Summer Salary on 10 month appointees

FICA 7.65t 
Other Fringe Be.nefi ts 6.90t 

14.551 
C. Personnel Participating in PERF 

PERF Retirement 11.25t 
FICA 7.65t 
Other Fringe Benefits 6.90t 

25.8ol 
D. Hourly Non-Student Personnel and In House Consultants 

FICA 7.65t 

At the bottom the form includes a list of all 2000-level personnel whose 
salary and benefits are to be underwritten, even in part, by extramural 
funds. Payroll adjustments must be made for everyone already employed by
the university so that each new grant account will contribute the 
appropriate fraction of wages and benefits. All required paper work for 
the hiring of new employees must be completed before their pay period
begins. 

On the form identify each position by category (2000-2500) and number 
within that category--2401, 2402, .etc. This establishes a position 
number. Under name, enter new positions as "to be named." Job titles 
help determine rinK codes, 4-digit codes assigned to all univers1ty
positions, and these in turn suggest salary ranges and fringe benefits. 
Duration means length of project. Full time equivalent (FTE) refers to 
the percentage of time that project staff will spend on project activities 
and be paid for from project funds. 

All Administrative Digest Information Forms for proposals involving the 
hiring of project staff are routed to IUSB's Affirmative Action Officer 
and the Director of Personnel and Academic Services. Hiring arrangements 
must satisfy both parties before awards can be accepted. In general all 
hiring of full-time staff for a time period greater than three months must 
comply with Affirmative Action regulations. 

The best instructions for hiring are contained in the IUSB Forms Manual 
prepared by the Office of Personnel Services. It explains the procedures 
required by Affirmative Action, the Business Office, and Personnel and 
Academic Services for hiring, terminating, or otherwise changing the 
status of all university employees. 

PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 

Most extramural agencies provide cover sheets which must accompany all 
proposals submitted. These usually require the signature of a designated 
university official. The information which follows describes how to 



complete that part of any cover sheet. THE FIRST THING TO REMEMBER IS 
THAT PROPOSALS ARE SUBMimD IN THE IIIAJIIE OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY, NOT IUSB. 
The correct address is: 

Indiana University 
Contract and Grant Administration 
P. 0. Box 1847 
Bloomington, IN 47402 

The authorizing official is: 

William E. Farquhar
Director 
Contract and Grant Administration 
Phone: (812) 855-3962 

Cover sheets may also request evidence of the university's tax exempt 
status. This is provided in the form of an Internal Revenue Service 
Entity Number, sometimes called a Federal Employer Identification 
Number. The number assigned to Indiana University is 1-356001673-A1. 
Occasionally an agency will ask for a congressional district; Indiana 
University/Bloomington is located in the 9th congressional district. 

BUDGET 

Mr. Ron Van Hook, Contract and Grant Administration, works ~th 
extramural grants submitted from campuses such as IUSB. It is helpful 
to submit preliminary budgets to him as early as possible in the 
proposal writing process. His office is Bryan Hall, 215£, and his 
telephone number is 855-3962. At IUSB, the Associate Vice Chancellor 
for Business Affairs will also work with grant writers on budget
preparation. · 

1. Indirect cost 

This rate or percentage of total direct cost is intended to 
reimburse the university for expenses incurred as a result of 
project activities--space, utilities, building and equipment
maintenance, accounting and personnel staff time, and so forth. 
The university negotiates these rates with the federal government 
every year or so. Current rates are as follows: 

Research 
On Campus 47.51 of direct cost to funding agency
Off Campus 27.71· 

Instruction 
on Campus 77.61 
Off Campus 28.81 

Other Sponsored Agreements 
on Campus 28.01 
Off Campus 23. 51 
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In the absence of other arrangements, these rates must be applied to 
total direct project costs. The only direct cost 1tems excluded 
from this calculation are equipment, the amount of each individual 
subgrant or subcontract, alteration and renovation expenses, 
university hospital charges, and student financial aid costs 
(tuition and fellowships). 

Even when agencies will not provide indirect costs, project budgets 
should include them in order to reflect realistic project costs. 
The fact that an agency will not pay indirect cost should be noted 
on both the route sheet and administrative digest information form. 
In such cases, it is appropriate to include a detailed list of the 
university's contribution to the direct cost of a project. This 
list might include space costs, telephone rental costs, office 
furniture, and equipment maintenance or repair. For assistance, 
consult the Associate Vice Chancellor or Contract and Grant 
Administration. 

2. Academic Salaries 

Summer stipends for faculty should be calculated at 22 112' of the 
appropriate 10-month salaries, unless the resulting figures exceed 
funding agency limits. The maximum permissible summer stipend is 
27 112' of the academic year salary, but proposals above 22 112' 
require prior approval from divisional chairs and the Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 

When writing a proposal for funding over an extended period of time, 
normal salary increases should be built into the budget. There is 
no university policy governing the rate to use; the rule of thumb is
6,. The investigator will in reality only receive the university
approved amount, regardless of what has been budgeted. 

3. Internal Consultancies 

Some funded projects call for the participation of persons from 
inside and outside the university as paid consultants. When a 
federa 1 agency is supplyf ng the funds, university emp1oyees who 
serve as internal consultants may be paid up to 1/2~ of their 
academic 10-month salaries for each day of consultation involving 
project activities. This restriction applies even when federal 
funds are channeled through state agencies or other sources. 

An elaborate documentation procedure is now required for payments
made to consultants on federally funded projects. Ask the Associate 
Vice Chancellor for details. 

4. Travel and Hospitality Reimbursement; External Consultancies 

Although these figures will change from year to year, whatever 
guidelines the university follows for its employees and guests at 
any time will also pertain to project staff and external 
consultants. These figures currently apply: 
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Grant-related travel by automobile 

24 cents per mile for the first 700 miles of travel 
12 cents per mile for the next 2,300 miles 
7 cents per mile thereafter 

Reimbursement for parking and tolls is available with receipts. 

Maximum daily allowance for meals and lodging while traveling on 
university/project business: 

In State Out of State Abroad 

Meals $24.00 $24.00 $30.00 

Lodging Actual Actual Actual 

A person who is in travel status for 12 hours or more on a trip
that begins and ends in the same day will be entitled to a $12.00 
meal allowance. In addition, when a person's ti·me at work, not in 
travel status, combined with time in travel status, all in one day,
exceeds 12 hours, he/she will also be entitled to a $12.00 meal 
allowance. 

Invited speakers, outside consultants and other guests of the 
university are reimbursed for their meals only to these limits: 
(A-123A Honoraria Reimbursement) 

Breakfast $ 5.00 
Lunch 6.00 
Dinner 13.00 

Mileage will be paid for these people at the same rate which applies
to university employ~es. Coach airfare and taxi fares are 
reimbursable at cost. Lodging will be reimbursed at the actual rate 
per night. · 

The host employee of the university will be reimbursed for meals 
taken with the guest, as follows (Special Expense Reimbursement): 

Breakfast $ 6.00 (including tip)
Lunch 10.00 tl II 

Dinner 18.00 " tl 

OTHER UNIVERSITY POLICIES 

1. Indirect Cost: This statement of IUSB indirect cost policy 
incorporates Contract and Grant Administration guidelines 
circulated in April, 1983: 

It is Indiana University policy to charge indirect costs to all 
externally supported programs. These charges are based on a rate 
which the university periodically negotiates with the federal 
government. Indirect costs recovered for proposals submitted from 
IUSB return to IUSB as campus income. 



Indiana University requires that full indirect costs be included in 
all proposals submitted to outside agencies. Only in the following 
circumstances may these costs be reduced or waived: 

A. Limitations Set by Funding Agencies 

Federal agencies will pay the full, negotiated indirect cost 
rate. State Agencies and private foundations, however, may set 

· their own maximum recoverable indirect cost rates. For 
example: indirect costs are not required on projects supported 
by Indiana's general fund, but full indirect costs must be 
requested on proposals submitted to state agencies which 
disburse federal funds. When published guidelines state that 
no indirect cost or less than the negotiated rate will be paid, 
a copy of those guidelines must accompany the proposal and its 
route sheet. In such circumstances proposal budgets should be 
reviewed to determine whether some indirect cost might be 
recovered as direct cost. 

B. Matching Fund Requirement 

Some agencies require the university to provide matching funds 
of up to fifty percent of project costs. One means of 
achieving the obligatory institutional match is by waiving part
of the indirect cost which would otherwise be recoverable. Any
project director or supervisor seeking a reduction of indirect 
costs for this purpose must submit evidence that at least one 
of these conditions applies to the proposal in question: 

--that the sponsoring unit is making a substantial 
contribution to the project; for example, through donated 
faculty time. 

--that the project is of exceptional value to the university 
or this campus. 

C. Exceptional Circumstances 

When a project director and the appropriate administrator 
believe there is good reason for reducing the allowable 
indirect cost on a particular proposal, they must provide
adequate justification for their request. The argument that 
reducing indirect cost will make a proposal more competitive is 
not sufficient. 

The decision to reduce or waive indirect costs is discretionary
only for circumstances 8 and C above. In those cases deciding 
whether or not to seek a waiver of indirect cost is the 
Chancellor's responsibility. Proposals which request waivers 
will be forwarded to him accompanied by recommendations from 
the Associate Vice Chancellor, who will evaluate them according
to the policies described above. All requests for a waiver of 
indirect cost will also be reviewed by Contract and Grant 
Administration before the affected proposals are submitted to 
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funding agencies. In cases of disagreement between IUSB and 
Contract and Grant Administration, the final decision will rest 
with the Executive Vice President of Indiana University. 

2. Renegotiation of Proposal 

If the agency to which a proposal is submitted requests any major
changes, including changes in the proposed budget, these changes 
must be cleared through Contract and Grant Administration. An 
amended route sheet and Administrative Digest Information Form must 
be prepared and routed exactly as were the originals, with 
11 revision 11 checked under 11Type of Proposal ... Revisions sought by
project staff, such as the extension of deadlines, must also be re
routed in this fashion. 

3. Conflict of Interest 

Indiana University has subscribed to a Statement on Conflicts of 
Interest prepared jointly by the American Association of University 
Professors and the American Council on Education {see the I.U. 
Academic Handbook, 1988 edition, pp. 37-39). The account manager•s
signature on the proposal •s route sheet indicates that he/she has 
read the statement and assumes responsibility for assuring that 
conflicts of interest as defined by the statement will not result 
from project activities. 

4. More detailed discussions of University and campus policies are 
found in the Academic Handbook 1986, pp. 73-76, and IUSB Faculty
Handbook, 1979, pp. 35-39. Other pertinent information, e.g.,
concerning University patent policy, travel policies, and salary
policies, may be found in the same publications. 

CHECKLIST 

Because preparing proposals for extramural funds is both time consuming
and complex, a checklist of things to do and in what sequence has been 
prepared for your assistance. It also suggests how much time should be 
allowed for budgetary review, obtaining signatures, and so forth. See 
Part Three for a copy of this checklist. Other copies are available 
from the Associate Vice Chancellor. 
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT GRANT 

Purpose/Objective 

To support curriculum development or improvement projects that cannot be 
funded from existing divisional or departmental budgets. 

NOTE: Funding for curriculum development is also available through the 
Office of Learning Resources in Bloomington. See page in this manual 
and page 76 of the Academic Handbook for further informat1on. You are 
encouraged to obtain the proper form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's 
office and apply to the Office of Learning Resources for support of your 
project. The coordination of learning resources and curriculum development
grants will be handled on a case by case basis. Ordinarily, any funds 
granted by Learning Resources are to be deducted from the amount awarded by
R &Das a curriculum development grant. Ideally, such proposals will first, 
be submitted to Learning Resources prior to consideration by the R &D 
Committee. 

Award 

Up to $1,000 for one project. A maximum of $500 for manuscript preparation. 
Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for 
meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for foreign travel. Amaximum 
of ten days will be funded. However, these amounts are not guaranteed as 
the Committee must balance the demands of a large number of meritorious 
proposals against a rather limited amount of available funds. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Grants may be made to support the development of new courses, the stu~ of 
course needs, the evaluation of course needs, and the acquisition of 
learning resources. 

_fligible areas of support include the purchase, development, or utilization 
of film strips, slides, video tapes, supplies, small equipment, and 
personnel assistance. - ----------~--- 

Salary for released time for a faculty member will be considered but is not 
a high priority. No awards for this purpose have been made in several 
years. 

Grants will not ordinarily be made to fund attendance at professional
conventions, unless the proposal demonstrates the convention's relevance to 
thtLcurr:·i.c.ulunLdeve1 opmen:Lpl".oje.ct.....,_______~-

When requesting travel money, the applicant should clearly indicate that 
departmental and divisional resources have been pursued or are unavailable. 
Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one's 
destination(s) compatible __ wtth the proposed schedule of activities. 

Equipment purchased with grant funds is the property of IUSB. 

http:opmen:Lpl".oje.ct


A transfer of funds from one expense category to another within the grant 
must be approved in advance by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs. 

A grant is to be used within two years. After that deadline unused funds 
will revert to the campus Research account unless a renewal is requested and 
approved. 

Unless other arrangements are made in advance, grants will terminate when 
their recipients' appointments at IUSB come to an end. Unused funds will 
revert to the campus Research account. 

Eligibility 

All full-time faculty are eligible to apply; adjunct faculty may apply
through their departmental or divisional chairs. 

Deadlines 

Applications are reviewed by the Research and Development Committee several 
times yearly; deadlines are announced at the start of each academic year. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an application form (see Part Three) from the divisional office or 
the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. Submit the completed application to 
the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. Proposals should include 
endorsements from departmental and divisional chairs but need not include 
external letters of support. 

Notification of Action 

Notification from the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs will reach you
within two weeks of the committee meeting. An account will be established 
for the amount of the award.by the Accounting Office in Bloomington at the 
request of the IUSB Business Office. When this process has been completed, 
you wnl receive a copy of Form No. A-118, which will notify you as account 
manager of the account number and title, purpose of the account, description 
of expenditures, and ·expiratlon-aate:- Yc)u-wlll-use- the-des1g-n-ateif account-· -~--~-----
number and title to conduct all business pertaining to this award. 

http:award.by
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GRANT-IN-AID OF RESEARCfl 

Purpose/Objective 

To encourage and assist research, creative work, and the professional 
development of IUSB faculty. 

Awards 

Up to $3,000 for one project. Recipients are expected to seek continuing
assistance from sources outside the University. Amaximum of $500 for 
manuscript preparation, and $750 for research-related travel overseas may be 
granted. 

Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for 
meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for foreign travel. A maximum 
of ten days will be funded. However, these amounts are not guaranteed as 
the Committee must balance the demands of a large number of meritorious 
proposals against a rather limited amount of available funds. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Examples of support include expenses for researc~-related travel, supplies,
word processing, typing, and photocopying. 

Grants-in-aid may be used to support sabbatical projects. They may not be 
used to support dissertation research, nor to provide salary or supplemental 
pay to the grant recipient. 

Because some projects may yield royalties or other income to recipients of 
these awards, each applicant agrees, as a condition of the award he or she 
may receive, to repay the University from such personal income whenever it 
exceeds $100 in any year. Each year that such income exceeds $100, the 
recipient is obligated to repay to the University one-half of the amount in 
excess of $~~ until the award is repaid. 

Grants will not ordinarily be made to fund attendance at professional
conventions, unless the proposal demonstrates the convention's relevance to 
the research project. 

When requesting travel money, the applicant should clearly indicate that 
c=departmental and-divisional--re~-es- have been=JUrsued=C»" af"e=-Uftavailable. 

Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one's 
destinatfon(s) compatible with the proposed schedule of activities. 

Equipment purchased with grant funds is the-property of IUSB. 

A transfer of funds from one expense category to another within the grant 
must be approved in advance by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic 
.Affairs. 



A grant is to be used within two years. After that deadline unused funds 
will revert to the campus Research account unless a renewal is requested and 
approved. 

Unless other arrangements are made in advance, grants will terminate when 
their recipients' appointments at IUSB come to an end. Unused funds will 
revert to the campus Research account. 

Eligibility 

All faculty are eligible to apply; adjunct faculty, however, should first 
direct their applications to the Dean's Adjunct Advisory Committee. 

< 
Deadlines 

Applications are reviewed by the Research and Development Committee several 
times yearly; deadlines are announced at the start of each academic year. 

How to Apply
I 

Obtain an application form (See Part Three) from the divisional office or 
the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. Submit the completed application to 
the Associate Vice Chancellor's office and request that letters of 
recommendation be sent to the Chair of the Research and Development
Committee. At least one letter of support should be from someone outside 
IUSB who is qualified to discuss the proposal's merits. 

Notification of Action 

Notification from the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs will reach you
within two weeks of tbe committee meeting. An account will be established 
for the amount of the award by the Accounting Office in Bloomington at the 
request of the IUSB Business Office. When this process has been completed, 
you will receive a copy of Form No. A-118, which will notify you as account 
manager of the account number and title, purpose of the account, description 
of expenditures, and expiration date. You will use the designated account 
number and title to conduct all business pertaining to this awar~. 



SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIP 

Purpose/Objective 

To enable faculty to devote full time in the summer to research, creative 
work, or professional development. 

Awards 

Currently fellowships are $3,500 before taxes have been withheld. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Recipients must devote full ti~ for two summer months to the fellowship 
project. 

Recipients must continue at IUSB through the academic year following the 
summer of the award. 

A Grant in Aid may be utilized to supplement a Fellowship by covering costs 
of supplies, travel, etc; a separate application must be made for these 
funds and should be submitted at the same time as the fellowship 
applicatiDn. 

Decision Guidelines 

The Research and Development Committee awards Summer Faculty Fellowships 
according to the following guidelines: 

1. The first and most important consideration is the strength of 
the applicant's proposal, including supporting letters of 
recommendation, prior record of accomplishment, and prospects for 
peer-review publication, exhibition, performance, etc. (Note: Of 
the two required letters of recommendation, the committee attaches 
special importance to the external letter. Also, the committee 
finds it nelpful when the internal letter addresses not only the 
proposed project itself but also the institutional--e. g.,
departmental and divisional--benefits that might result from the 
project.) 

2. Career development is also taken into account. The committee 
recognizes an obligation-to-support-younger faculty working-toward- --------- -

? tenure and, in exceptional cases~ mid-career faculty undertaking new 
/, 

research or creative endeavor. 

3. Preference is given to faculty who have not held a Summer 
Faculty Fellowship in the past two years. 

4. Fellowships are not awarded for summers either before or after 
the academic year in which a sabbatical leave is taken. 

5. Fellowships are awarded only to faculty who have finished, or 
will have finished, a full academic year of teaching at IUSB. 



Eligibility 

All full-time faculty are eligible to apply. 

Deadline 

The application deadline, usually mid-November, is announced at the start of 
each academic year. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an application form (see Part Three) from the divisional office or 
the Associate Vice-Chancellor's office. Submit the completed application to 
the Associate Vice-Chancellor's office and request that letters of support 
be sent to the Chair of the Research and Development Committee. 

Notification of Action 

Approximately three weeks after deadline. Pay for the Fellowship will be 
made by separate check about the middle of May. All Fellowship payments and 
taxes withheld will be included in the employee's annual W-2 statement. 



ADJUNCT FACULTY PROFESSIONAL AND TRAVEL GRANTS 

Purpose/Objective 

To encourage and support curriculum development, travel and attendance at 
professional meetings, and other activities of direct benefit to the 
individual •s University-related professional development. 

Award 

Up to $500 per year. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for 
meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for foreign travel. 

Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one•s 
destination. Auto travel will be reimbursed at the current University rate. 

A grant is to be used within one year, unless an extension is requested and 
granted by the Dean•s Adjunct Advisory Committee. 

Equipment purchased with grant funds is the property of IUSB. 

Because some project may yield royaJties or other income to the recipients 
of those awards, each applicant agrees, as a condition of the award he or 
she may receive,· to repay the University from such personal income whenever 
it exceeds $100 in any year. Each year that such income exceeds $100, the 
recipient is obligated to repay to the University one half of the amount in 
excess of $100 until the award is repaid. 

When funding is obtained from other sources for projects also supported by
these IUSB funds, the local award is reduced by an amount equal to the 
external funds provided. 

Award recipients should r&port on their current projects at the end of each 
calendar year to the DAAC. 

Eligibility 

An adjunct faculty member must currently teach a minimum of three credits. 
Applicants are also expected to continue their commitments to IUSB for at 
least one semester after receiving a grant. 

Deadlines 

October 5, February 5, and April 5 

How to Apply 

Contact the Director of Personnel and Academic Services (4182) for complete
guidelines and application form. 



------- --~~-~-~--~-~~-~--~------
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LEARNING RESOURCES GRANT 

Purpose/Objective 

To support curriculum development or improvement projects through the 
systemwide Office of Learning Resources. 

Awards 

These vary. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Grants may be made for the design, production, or purchase of instructional 
materials; for consultation pertaining to curricular revision or 
organization; and for faculty release time, or student assistance for 
instructional development projects. Grants will not be made in support of 
travel or the purchase of films. 

Criteria for evaluating proposals are summarized on the application form. 
They include the nature of departmental or divisional support, the number of 
students likely to be reached, and the project's applicability and 
accessibility to other IU campuses. 

Eligibility 

All faculty, full- and part-time, are eligible to apply. 

Deadlines 

Proposals are accepted at any time. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. 
Submit the completed applfciftfOn;-inCiuding departmental or divisional 
endorsement, via the Associate Vice Chancellor to the Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs for a second endorsement. The Associate Vice Chancellor's 
office will send the proposal to Learning Resources in Bloomington. 

Notification of Action 

Within one month of submission. 



--

PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON THE ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Purpose/Objective 

Two programs are available to support intercampus activities in the liberal 
arts and sciences. 

Award 

1) Grants of up to $500 to individual faculty who will conduct teaching or 
research on another campus within Indiana University. 

2) Grants to support collaborative group projects involving three or more 
IU campuses. 

Eligibility 

1) Faculty holding tenured or tenure-track appointments in the liberal arts 
and sciences at any IU campus.

2) Proposals designed to promote faculty interaction in the arts and 
sciences among three or more campuses. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Applicants must include the following: 

A brief description of the project, not to exceed two pages.
Copies of correspondence with host unit, if any.
Individual applicants should provide a brief letter of endorsement 

from their department chair and the Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs. Inter-campus collaboration proposals should provide a 
brief letter of endorsement from chancellors or vice-chancellors 
of participating campuses. 

Requests for per diem costs .or other costs not directly related to 
individual projects will not be funded. 

Individual recipients will be required to submit a brief report upon
completion of the project. 

Deadlines 

1) Proposa1 s should be received before March 1; ~h~QJect must~-------~-
----1r1ft1a-ted-fiefore June 30. 

2) Proposals may be submitted at any time. 

------------ How to- Apply------------- ------------------·-------- ----

Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's office or 
the Assistant Chairman of Arts and Sciences. Return the completed 
application packet with divisional endorsements to the Associate Vice 
Chancellor who will obtain an endorsement from the Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs' and forward it to the Chair of the President's Council on 
the Arts and Sciences. 



-- -----

PRESIDENT 1S COUNCIL ON THE HUMANITIES 
SMALL GRANT PROGRAM 

Purpose/Objective 

To provide seed money for research and development activities by faculty in 
the humanities. Requests in these categories are considered: 

--Faculty research which for any reason falls outside of normal 
grant in aid criteria. 

--Funds for departmental or program grants (for arranging a 
scholarly conference, for example, or for starting a research 
journal). 

-- 11 Seed money 11 for United States travel associated with research. 
--Publication subsidies (for professional journal or book 

publication costs, but not reprint costs). 

Awards 

Faculty research less than $1,000 
Departmental or program grants: 1 ess than $1,000 
U.S. research related travel: less than $300 
Publication subsidies: less than $1,500 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Highest priority will be given to proposals which: 

Seek seed money for generating major awards from external sources. 
Serve more than one campus of the Indiana University system. 
Are interdisciplinary and career-oriented in character. 

Eli gi bil i ty 

Any faculty member or academic unit may apply. 

Deadline 

There are no deadlines; applications are reviewed upon receipt. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an applicat1on form from the Associate Vice Chancellor•s office. 
Route- the completed form-t~ -t-he--depanmenta"'--or---di-v-i-stona-1--chair,-theu to -------------
the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs via the Associate Vice Chancellor, 
who will send the completed form to the Office of Learning Resources in 
Bloomington.

- -- -- ---- --- ~-~----------------- - -------- --~----~-- -

IUSB1S representative on the President•s Council may be able to provide 
helpful advice. Obtain the current member•s name from Learning Resources or 
the Associate Vice Chancellor. 

Notification of Action 

Within one month of submission. 



PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 

Purpose/Objective 

To support the research or program development needs of faculty in 
international studies, and some area studies development, for projects which 
will contribute to our understanding of other peoples, cultures, and value 
systems. 

Awards 

Under $1,000 for research materials or supplies, including computer time. 
Travel and per diem to initiate or complete research. 
Book (monograph) publication subsidies no larger than $1,000. 
Up to $500 for area program development grants. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Highest priority will be given to projects which: 

Serve as seed money to generate larger grants, awards, or fellowships.
Help younger scholars establish their reputations.
Link individuals across two or more I.U. campuses.
Serve as seed money to generate area studies program research development. 

Eligibility 

Tenured or tenure-track faculty members and librarians are eligible to apply. 

Deadline 

Applications are reviewed upon receipt. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. 
Return the completed form with letters of endorsement from departmental and 
divisional chairs to the Associate Vice Chancellor, who submits it to the 
Dean of International Programs. 

Notification of Action 

-~~------~~-- A-p~proximate1Yslxweeks after submission of application. 

·------~~---~----..------------··



-----

PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
SMALL GRANT PROGRAM 

Purpose/Objective 

To provide seed money for research and development activities of faculty in 
the social sciences. Requests in these categories are considered: 

--Faculty research expenses (for-example, equipment) which do not 
fit normal grant in aid criteria. 

--Funds for departmental or program grants (for arranging a 
scholarly conference, for example, or for starting a research 
journal). 

-- 11Seed money .. for United States travel associated with research. 
--Publication subsidies (for professional journal or book 

publication costs, but not reprint costs). 

Awards 

Faculty research: 
Departmental or program grants:
U.S. research related travel: 

less than $1,000
less than $1,000 
less than $300 

Publication subsidies: less than $1,500 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Highest priority will be given to proposals which: 

Seek seed money for generating larger sources of research support 
Serve more than one campus of the Indiana University system. 
Are interdisciplinary and career-oriented in character. 

Eligibility 

Any faculty member, librarian, or academic unit may apply. 

Deadline 

There are no deadlines; applications are reviewed upon receipt. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's o~f!_!f~i~ce~•._______ 
Route the completed form to the departmental or divi~ional chair, then to 
the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs via the Associate Vice Chancellor, 
who will send the completed form to the Office of Learning Resources in 
~looming~-~-------------------------------------------

IUSB's representative on this Council may be able to provide helpful advice. 
Obtain the current member's name from Learning Resources or the Associate 
Vice Chance11 or • . 
Notification of Action 

Within one month of submis~ion. 



UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FUND 

Purpose/Objective 

Funds are allocated in order to facilitate and encourage research within the 
University. 

Awards 

The amount varies. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

The three general principles guiding awards of Research Fund monies are as 
follows: 

1. The Fund is a source of short-term research and development support with 
preference given to those requests designed to stimulate external 
funding. Long term institutional commitments should be sought from 
other sources. 

2. Requests for support of items that normally can be budgeted through
other University sources (e.g., Research Incentive Program, Project
Development Program, Grants in Aid, Summer Faculty Fellowships, the 
General Fund, etc.) should not be directed to the Research Fund. 

3. Awards are a reflection of overall University priorities. Applications 
must be accompanied by support documents from the appropriate 
administrative unit(s) on the originating campus. 

Support is normally limited to: 

1. seed support for faculty.and staff research which will assist in 
generating external support. 

2. seed support for the initiation of research in unestablished areas, 
interdisciplinary projects, new institutes, centers and programs.
Support will be provided for expenses directly related to research, but 
not for general operating expenses. 

-~----~--_!~_und_~rw_ritin_g_ of s~lec;:ted projects for which su_ppQtl__~~LI;>_~en virtq~l_!_'l_.,___y__ 
assured and for which no expenditures from the Research Fund are 
anticipated. Underwriting is a mechanism to permit appropriate advance 
commitments to be made before receipt of actual grants. Upon receipt of 

----------- --- fundi-nq,-the---e6111Bi-tment is automatically cancelled--. --

4. matching funds required by external funding agencies for equipment upon
recommendation from the originating campus administration. The Research 
Fund may provide a maximum of 50 percent of the required matching funds. 
The remaining portion is to be provided by the campus. 

5. support for exceptional expenses for outstanding new faculty. In 
general, these exceptional expenses are of an emergency nature and were 



incapable of anticipation when the annual budget for the unit was 
determined. Approval should be obtained prior to the time such 
commitments are made. The campus is expected to contribute 
substantially toward these exceptional expenses. 

interim project support when external grant funds are interrupted for a 
short period of time. 

7. portions of the University's obligation on NSF Instructional Scientific 
Equipment Program (ISEP) and NSF Comprehensive Assistance to 
Undergraduate Science Education (CAUSE) projects. 

Awards normally will not include: 

a. library acquisitions and cataloging of library and museum collections 
b. student research 
c. covering overdrafts 
d. multi-year support 
e. conference support 
f. publication subsidies 
g. faculty salaries 
h. equipment not related to 4 or 5 above 
i. support for non-research projects except those listed in 7 above 

Extraordinary circumstances may require that applications which would 
normally be excluded by the above criteria can still be considered; 
supporting documentation must state explicitly why the exception to normal 
funding criteria is being requested. 

Eligibility 

All faculty, staff and graduate students are eligible to apply. 

Deadlines 

Proposals are submitted when they are received by the Associate Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs. -· 



HEWLETT SUMMER DEVELOPMENT GRANTS 

Purpose/Objective 

A summer development grant will be awarded to one faculty member on each IU 
campus other than Bloomington to conduct international studies related 
research or intensive language or area studies course work in Bloomington. 

Award 

$2,000 

Restrictions/Conditions 

All projects must focus squarely on international studies. 

A brief project proposal, which might include the value of the proposed
activity to the university, and a vita should be submitted. 

Deadline 

Usually March 

How to Apply 

Submit proposal and vita to the Associate Vice Chancellor who will forward 
it to the Dean of International Programs. 

~------~- ~-~- ~~---~-------~----~~-----------~-



INTERNATIONAL VISITORS EXCHANGE 

Purpose/Objective 

To provide funds for speakers who visit Indiana University to participate in 
lecture series and conferences. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

In most cases, applicants must have cooperating sponsorship of other 
departments, schools, or campuses in the university. 

How to Apply 

Applications must be submitted through the Director of International 
Programs. 



OVERSEAS CONFERENCE FUND 

Purpose/Objective 

To provide funds toward travel expenses associated with invited attendance 
at international conferences. 

Awards 

Grants of $500 will be made to each recipient, which may be used to offset 
travel costs only. No support will be given for conferences held in the 
United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, or Hawaii. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Applications are evaluated by a faculty committee according to the following 
criteria: 

1. The conference must be international in purpose and 
participation;

2. Applicants must hold tenured or tenure-track appointments; 
3. Applicants must demonstrate that attendance at the conference 

will improve their capabilities in teaching, research, or 
service. 

The Committee gives preference to applicants who are giving a competitive or 
invited paper, or performing some other highly visible role at the 
conference. 

The Committee gives some preference to faculty or librarians who are at an 
early stage in their academic careers, and also to those who have not 
received support in the past. Individuals are limited to one award every
three years. 

Deadline 

Application Deadline Announcement of Award 
__ May 1 ____ ___ ··- .. June .. 1. --· _ 

October 1 November 1 
February 1 March 1 

Because funds are very limited, late applications cannot be considered. 

How to Apply 

Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chan~ellcrr_'_~_J>ifi~E!·_ ··----·--
Send the ccimpletea- applfC:ation-rorm with- supporting ma-terials to your 
Chairperson, so that the Chairperson's evaluation form may be completed.
The Chairperson should complete the form and forward it and your application 
to the Office of International Programs in Bloomington with a copy to the 
Associate Vice Chancellor's office. 



INDIANA CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS 

Purpose/Objective 

To encourage and support development of innovative undergraduate curriculum 
materials on subjects of an international/intercultural character. If 
possible, work undertaken should have applicability on other campuses. 

Awards 

Up to $1,000. 

Restrictions/Conditions 

Applicants must include the following items in the order listed: 

Description of the project. 
Statement of preliminary work. 
An itemized budget. 
A one-page curriculum vitae. 
A letter from the appl1cant's immediate supervisor. 

ICIP curriculum development grants generally may not be used to fund foreign
travel, rentals, released faculty time, or the acquisition of non
reproducible materials. 

Recipients must file a written report with the Executive Director of ICIP 
within one year of the award. 

Recipient is expected to share the results of this work with ICIP member 
institutions. 

Eligibility 

Any faculty member teaching undergraduate courses, full or part time, at an 
ICIP member institution is eligible. 

Deadlines 

Application Deadline Announcement of Awards 
March April
August September 

How to Apply 

Contact the ICIP representative, Dr. Asghar Sabbaghi (4387), for complete 
guidelines and application material. 
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INDIANA VNIVERSITY/IUSB 

Interdepartmental Communication 

TO: All faculty FROM: Ellen L. Maher PHONE: 4181 
Acting Asst. Vice Chancellor 

DEPT: DEPT: Academic Affairs 

SUBJ: GRANTLINE/ONLINE DATE: May 24, 1989 

Grantline/Online is an Indiana University data base for 
external funding sources. The following brief instructions 
should be enough to get you started. If you have questions, feel 
free to call me (4181) or use the electronic message service on 
the GOLD VAX. 

Wb~:t. yo.u n_~~d :tQ -~CGe~~L.G:r.antlil)e/Onl ine 

In order to access Grantline/Online, you need your AlE 
account username and password I ever~·one received these in 
January, 1989), and a terminal or microcomputer capable of 
connecting to the IU Network. 

If you are using a terminal, it must be connected to the DCA 
switching equipment. If on start-up you see a menu that 
asks you to ''enter system name or return for menu~~ you have 
a DCA-connected terminal. If you connect immediately to the 
Prime, you do not. 

If you are·using a microcomputer and modem, you also need a 
communications software package, preferably IU-TALKD or 
PROCOMM, both available from !USB Computer Services. (IU
Talkd is slightly simpler to use, but you will need to use 
Procomm if you want to download files to your micro). 

The following instructions assume that you know how to operate 
your terminal or micro and that you have at least minimal 
familiarity with the communications software you ~re using. 

(;~t.t.~_n.g __:i..r.rt.9 __ :th~___G;r~p.:tJ._tll_~_LOI!l il!~---d~t.a_P.~~.~: 

1. Log onto the GOLD VAX system. 

2. Go through the following menu choices: 

(7) Academic Support <ENTER> 
(4) Research and Graduate Development <ENTER> 
(3) Grantline/Online <ENTER> 

or, instead of these three steps, 

Type: Grantline <ENTER> at the first prompt when the 
AlE top menu comes up. 

3. You will get an introductory screen; after reading it, 
follow the menu instructions to EXIT. (That just means exitin~ 
that screen, not the Grantline package.) 



'i< 

4. From the menu displayed next, choose the primary basis on 
which you wish to do your search. Most often, this will be 
Subject Code, one of a long list of subject areas such as AR 
(Arts, General) or AR-MUS-COMP (Musical Composition). You will 
find a complete listing of Grantline subject codes in your 
divisional office, on library reserve, and in Academic Affairs. 
(Other code lists are relatively brief and are displayed as menu 
choices onscreen.) 

Grantline will report the number of entries fittin~ the 
search criterion you have specified. lf the number is lar~e, you 
may want to narrow the search by specifyin~ secondary and 
tertiary searchin~ keys (e.g., funding type). 

5. Follow the menu instructions on the screen to view the 
entries selected, save them to a file, download them, or print 
them out. (The easiest way to ~et printed output is to send it 
to the !USB Computer Services printer and to pick up your output 
there at a later time, but it is also possible to download to 
your micro and print it yourself.) 

The instructions above are bare-bones, enou~h to ~et you started. 
You may obtain somewhat more detailed instructions from Computer 
Services or Academic Affairs. Happy huntin~! 

P.S. Once you have identified prospective funding sources, it 
mi~ht be a ~ood idea to check with me or Billie Kalberer (4181) 
to see whether there is further information on file (brochures, 
announcements, application forms, contacts, past experience with 
the a~ency, etc.) Also, don't forget to check in along the way, 
to avoid last-minute problems about routin~, necessary approvals, 
and the like. 



Office of Sponsored Programs 
Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis 

Organizing the Grant Request: 
An Exercise in Thoughtful Persuasion 

An articulate, well organized, and succinct presentation is a very 
effective means of Lringing one person to another's point of view. 
In the cnse of proposal writing, this must be accomplished by the 
wr i ttPn page. Whitt is written, therefore, must stand on i.ts own at 
tht• t iml• of jml).!;mt•n t. 'J'o this end, organizational tuct is an essen
U a 1 ingredient. 

Review panelists are human beings. They are susceptible tc the sub
tleties of thoughtful persuasion. To ignore this aspect of proposal 
writing is to hinder the courtship between good ideas and financial 
support. 

Funding agencies do not always provide well defined guidelines. The 
following information is generally basic for preparation of any suc
cessful proposal. Even though every item may not be specifically 
required by a particular agency, it is usually looked for by the 
review panelists either consciously or subconsciously. For example; 
one of the most obvious features anticipated in a grant request but 
which is not always required in a distinct section of its own is 
emphasis upon the potential significance of the project. A well 
written proposal, however, will stress project significance through
out, £'SfH!cially in the Introduction and Objectives sections. Not 
only will this he helpful in evaluating the proposal, but it may be 
of help to the agency at a later date in the event the project is 
i'U11ded. Data of this type which can be easily gleaned may be of 
immeasurable value to agency fund raisers as they in turn seek addi
tional future support. With this in mind, inclusion of the following 
items in the suggested sequence is considered vital. 

If the use of literature references becomes necessary, the number of 
citations should be maintained at an essential minimum. Literature 
cited may be referenced within the narrative (e.g., Jones2 did this 
in 1918) , and should be recorded in a "References" section of the 
proposal. 

In general, the entire proposal should be single spaced on standard 
8~ x 11 inch paper using a large easily read type. Careful alignment 
of items on a page (organization of lists, charts, illustrations, 
paragraph placement and spacing) will contribute· to clarity ·of expres
sion and a positive visual impact. One, to one and one-half inch · 
margins should be used throughout. Double space between paragraphs 
ami i tPtris presented in list form. Beginning with the introduction, 
('ilt'h S(•(•t ion should [ullow .inunedii.ltcly after the prl~<'Pdin).!; ntll'. 
That .is, do ilot wustL• spaC'e by insisting that eaeh new section begin 
at the top of the page. 



I. Cover Sheet (or Face Sheet) 

This should be the first (un-numbered) page and contain the follow
ing information clearly identified in itemized form. 

A. Project title 
B. Project director's name 

l\cademjc rank 
Sc~hool or division 

C . MaiLi llg uddrl'SH 
ll. Office phone nuinber 
1:. Home phone number (only if requested) 
F. Name and address of institution under whose au~pices the work 

will be performed 
G. Project duration: anticipated start-up date and final date 

of project 
H. Total project (dollar) request 
I. Project director's signature 
J. Name, title, and signature of person authorized to sign for 

the institution 
K. Name, title, and address of person to whom checks should be 

sent 

II. Abstract 

Regin this page with the project title as the centered heading. 

/\n abstract of from one to three paragraphs in length and limited 
to no more than one-half page should appear following the cover 
page. The abstract should be succinct, providing the reviewer 
with a clear overview of the project, including its intended out
comes. 

Following the last paragraph, the total dollar amount requested 
and the project duration dates should be identified. These may 

·c .. be- itemized-in-list--form--a-t-the-left:-ofc-the page. _ 

Nothing else should appear on this page. 

III. Index 

Limit the -index to a single page or less, located on the page
following the abstract. A list of all major sections of the 
narrative should be presented. · 

Jf an outline style is used throughout the narrative, identify 
each division of the index accordingly. Section identifications 
should be placed to the left of each major heading; page numbers 
should be located to the right.------ ---- - - ·- -

The inclusion of an index is only necessary if the narrative 
portion of the proposal is more than five or six pages in length. 
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Introduction 

Make the introduction a brief summary of the problem, proposed 
method of solution, and anticipated outcomes. This section 
should be limited to one-half page (a full page is the absolute 
maximum). Denote this as page one, placing the number at the 
center of the bottom margin. Subsequent pages should be numbered 
consecutively in this manner throughout the proposal. 

~tutement of the Problem 

Precisely define the problem to be solved. This should be a 
lucid analysis, leaving no doubt in the reviewer's mind that a 
real problem does indeed exist. The reviewer must be motivated 
to read further with great interest to see if a rational solution 
has been proposed. This section should contain documentation 
only if it will help to "build a case." 

VI. Objectives 

This section should itemize the anticipated outcomes of the study-
not what the project director intends to do or the areas to be 
researched. It should be brief and introduced by a statement such 
as "As a result of this project, the following objectives will 
have been attained" followed by a listing of specific anticipated 
results. This section normally should not exceed one-half page. 
Objectives should be presented in a numbered list, double spacing 
between items. 

VII. Proposed Solution (or Method of Procedure) 

This may be the longest section of the narrative. It should 
contain explicit statem~nts clearly defining the methods by which 
the problem can be solved. A logical step-by-step procedure 
should be outlined in chronological sequence. A project time~ 
table should be presented. Discreet use of professionally drawn 
and labeled diagrams, charts, graphs, maps, milestone charts, etc., 
should be included where they will aid the reviewer. This section 
should be so clearly presented that no ·question remains as to the 
project director's ability to relate the problem to its proposed 
solution. Proposed methods of solution should not exceed the 
capabilities of the project director, existing facilities, and 
other supporting resources unless they are covered in the budget 
request. · 

·This section should <~onvince the reviewer that the project personnel, 
proposed methods, and available facilities provide the best possible 
conditions for solving the existing problem. 

==:c._----~·· 
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VIII. Rationale 

A well developed argument must be presente~ which demonstrates 
beyond any doubt that the solution to the problem as proposed is 
both logical and deserving of financial support. The writer 
should anticipate questions which have not already been addressed 
in the preceding sections but which may arise in the mind of the 
reviewer. Design this section so that it demonstrates an aware
ness of the questions which might be asked by a review panel. 
Pretend that "you are there." Get right to the point. Don't 
ramble. This is the writer's last chance to convince the reviewer 
that the proposed plan is the right plan at the right time, and 
that it speaks to the problem better than any other plan possibly 
could, regardless by whom, and from what institution it might 
have been submitted. · 

IX. References 

Include this section only if literature has been cited in the. 
preceding narrative. When recording references, any acceptable 
bibliographic method may be used. A numbered list is recommended. 

X~ Staff 

All senior projectstaff should be clearly identified, with pri
mary emphasis upon the project director. Only professional accom
plishments relevant to the project should be included. Items of 
a more general nature should be reserved for inclusion in an 
appendix. Resum~s should be limited to approximately one six or 
eight-line paragraph unless vitae forms are provided. The project 
director's" res~ may be slightly longer, if necessary. . 

XI. Facilities 

Describe the facilities in which~he project will be housed. 
~oint out the particular assets and advantages the quarters have 
over any other location. ·Where specialized equipment, ··library . 
materials, computer capabilities, and other local resources are 
available, emphasize their accessability. Relate these items to 
specific project needs assuring the reviewer that the best possible 
physical facilities and supporting equipment are to be used in 
conducting the project. 

XII.· Evaluation 

Increasingly, funding agencies are requesting data in the form of 
post-project reports which demonstrate the degree to which project 
ohjet!tives have been met. A proposal should include an outline of 
i nh•udPd evaluution it•cJmiques, including the de-velopment of 
spPt' i.u.l tl'sting Jnstrwnents lf necessary, and the conditions under 
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h the evaluation will take place. Quantitative data, rather 
be the result. 

As this section is often difficult to define in the pre-proposal 
stages of a project, it is often one of the most poorly written. 
A reviewer can become very impressed with the integrity ~f a pro
ject and its director by reading a proposal containing ~arefully 
defined plans for evaluating project success. As it is a some
what rare experience for a reviewer to encounter a well defined 
and ''tangible" plan of evaluation, this section has the potential 
for becoming that "something extra'' which puts the proposal ahead 
of the others in the race for the prize. 

If subsequent grant requests for the continuation of this project 
in future years are anticipated, the data collected as a result 
of this section will be invaluable. It will be instrumental in 
validating the success of the initial grant, thus reinforcing 
through documentation any statements in this regard that may be 
made in future proposals. 

XIII. Budget (Double space between major divisions; single space 
between line items within each division) 

A good reviewer can tell as much about the proposed project from 
the budget as from any other part of the narrative. The budget 
should be as clear and precise as possible. No ambiguities should 
exist. A budget should be divided into several large categories, 
with subcategories identified where necessary. Each item repre
sented by a dollar figure may be identified by.a sequential 
number appearing at the left of the item. This may be especially 
helpful when budgets are lengthy and numerous items must be 
referred to in the Budget Explanation. Round-off each dollar 
value to the nearest whole dollar. 

An organization similar ~o the following should be used. Establish 
logical categories remembering that an "other" category can pick 
up the "misfits." 

Personnel 
1. Director: percent time $ x,xxx 
2. Staff Assistants: percent time xx,xxx 
3. Secretarial: percent time x,xxx 
4. Total Salaries and Wages xx,xxx 
5. Fringe Benefits XXX 
6. Total Salaries, Wages, and Benefits $xx,xxx 

Consultants 
7. Fees x,xxx 
8. Travel x,xxx 
9. Total xx,xxx 
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Supplies and I:xpenses 
10. Office Supplies $ x,xxx 
1.1 • 'l'elephmw (long-distance only) XXX 
12. Dupl Jcatin~ x,xxx 
I ::3. Ma Lling XXX 
Ill. Laboratory r:xpendables XXX 
15. Total Supplies and Expenses $xx,xxx 

Equipment 
16. Office Equipment x,xxx
17. Laboratory Equipment XX 2XXX 
18. Total Equipment xx,xxx 

Travel 
19. Staff Travel XXX 
20. Total Travel XXX 

Space and Remodeling 
21. Office Rental xx,xxx
22. Laboratory Renovation XX 2XXX 
23. Total Space and Remodeling xx,xxx 

Other 
24. Reference Materials XXX 
25. Publication Costs x,xxx
26. Computer X 2XXX 
27. Total· X 2XXX 

28 .. Project Cost xx,xxx
29. Indirect Cost X 1XXX 
30. Total Project Cost ~XX 1 XXX 

,·'-, 

x·1 V. lhtdgPt J:xpJunat:ion 

'l'h is section could ulso"-be called the "budget justification. It 1ts 
IJJ.tl'pose is to <.~xplain und justify each nonolJviom; lJudgl!t item 
I'Pqtwstcd. By showing or explaining. the derivation of each itE'm 
wh ieh might not be· inmediately obvious, no question will I'emn.in 
as to how it was derived and why it was included. 

Absolute consistency should exist throughout the entire proposal, 
but should be especially apparent when the objectives, budget,· 
and budget explanation are compared. 

For convenience, each budget item explained should be identified 
acco.rding to the same category and line identification assigned 
to that item on the budget page. 

'J'Iw consecutive vage number•ing system used throughout the proposal 
should conclude at the .end of this section. 

-h
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Appendices 

The appendices of any proposal should contain only information 
which helps to reinforce the basic argument set forth in the 
narrative. They should provide supplemental data which normally 
would seem logical to include in the narrative in the first 
place, but in respect of the reviewer's desire for brevity has 
been appended. Such items as expanded resum~s, copies of letters 
pertinent to the project, and evaluative data generated by pre
vious projects should be included in individual appendices when 
necessary. Reference to the appended materials should be made 
parenthetically within the narrative in appropriate places. 

Identify each appendix alphabetically (e.g., Appendix A, Appendix B, 
etc.) in the top right hand corner of the first page. The pages 
within each appendix should be numbered in the same manner as the 
preceding narrative. A new numbering sequence should start with 
each appendix. Center the appendix title on the first page. 

Although not a common request, some agencies find that the use of 
colored stock for the appendices (as opposed to white for the basic 
proposal) is of assistance during the review process. This tech
nique is optional. 

List the appendix designation and titles in the index. 
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Research and Sponsored Programs 
Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis 

The Agency Inquiry: Some Suggestions 

It is valuable to establish direct personal contact with a funding 
agency during the early stages of planning a grant request. Several 
purposes will be accomplished. These include: 

l. Establishing whether or not the agency is the best 
agency to which the proposal should be submitted. 

2. Establishing an early personal acquaintance and 
working relationship with the agency staff member(s) 
who will become most closely associated with the 
proposed project. This avoids the natural conse
quences of the nDear Sirn letter. 

3. Obtaining at the outset, the guidelines for the 
program under which the proposal will be submitted. 

If a personal visit by either the principal investigator or a repre
sentative is not possible, an initial written inquiry adhering to 
the following format is suggested. 

l. Submit a letter (one page maximum) addressed to a 
specific person containing the following features: 

A. Title of proposed project 

B. Brief description; maximum of several sentences 

C. Request for an assessment of an attached project 
summary with emphasis upon the appropriateness 
of submitting the final proposal to the agency 

D. Statement informing the reader that they will be 
contacted by phone on a given date regarding 
their assessment of the project overview; allow 
10-14 days following receipt of the letter 

E. Request guidelines for submitting a proposal to 
the specific program in question; if it turns 
out that these materials are not applicable to 
the immediate project, they may contribute toward 
the development of future projects 

F. No reference to the anticipated cost of the project. 
(Don't detract from the basic purpose of the 
inquiry.) 

2. Attach an overview of the anticipated project: optimum, 
two pages; maximum, four pages. Be as precise as possible 
using an outline form. Include the following features: 

OVER 



A. Project title: limit to 53 letters and spaces 

B. Duration: inclusive dates of project 

C. Introduction: brief paragraph clearly stating the 
problem 

D. Objectives: itemize 

E. Proposed solution: brief narrative 

F. Method(s) of implementation: consistency with items 
C, D, and E above should- be obvious 

G. Rationale: this should be a concise yet strong defense 
of the project emphasizing why it is legitimate and why 
the proposed solution is the best one possible; such 
factors as time, location, staff, and facilities should 
be incorporated 

H. Staff: emphasize competency to conduct the project 

I. Facilities: emphasize specialized equipment, location, 
etc. 

J. Budget: realistic reference to anticipated cost; 
detailed budget unnecessary; omit entirely if uncertain 

The office of Research and Sponsored Programs is prepared to assist in 
the development of this or any other aspect of a grant request. 

RSP: 9/1/75 



CHECKLIST: IUSB GRANT PROCEDURES 

Identify appropriate grant agency or agencies for proposed activity 

(consult directories, sourcebooks, grant administrators and 

officers). 

D Obtain RFP's (Requests for Proposals) and Grant Guidelines. 

Check special requirements, fiscal limits, deadlines. 

D. Assemble 11WOrk group 11 --those who will be involved in grant activity-

both on and off-campus - (if applicable). Arrive at consensus: 

scope, size, time, activities, responsibilities, obligations. 

~ Sketch out tentative time-line and a concept statement or abstract of 

project. 

~ Prepare Grant Application Draft. 

1 .. Refine time-line 

2. Write narrative: briefly address grantor's key questions. 

Outline and highlight major objectives, activities, and 

evaluative mechanisms for easy reference. 

3. Prepare budget, budget narrative to explain allocations, and 

calculate matching funds (if applicable) and indirect costs. 

Refer to IU rates and guidelines for fringe benefits, 

travel, and indirect cost figures. Double-check these with 

the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs' office 

or the Business Offic~ if--necessary. 

4. Refine project abstract. 

5. Prepare title page. 

~ Obtain letters of support. 

Send abstract, time-line, and deadline to individuals or groups 

involved, who might benefit from project, and/or who can attest to 

principal investigator's competence and excellence. 



Show draft of grant to department and/or division chair for comments 

and review. 

~ Prepare University Route Sheet and Administrative Digest (see 

attached). 

~ Review budget and Administrative Digest with the rUSS Business 

Office. 

~ Prepare final copy of proposal, with Route Sheet and Administrative 

Digest affixed on top. 

~ Route through department and/or division chair for signature. 

Submit to the russ Business Office for signature. D 
Send to the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs with D 
appropriate copies as required by grant guidelines and IUSB 

requirements. 

NOTE: Count back from deadline to establish your own internal deadlines. 

Grant bud~et should be approved at least two weeks in advance of 

grant deadline. 

Grant should be given to the Associate Vice Chancellor's office for 

final processing at least 10 days before grant deadline. This will 

allow time to prepare any special cost waiver or endorsement forms 

which may be required. 

Grant must leave russ campus for Bloomington no later than one week 

prior to grant deadline. 

Letters of support should accompany grant, if possible. Those 

received late should be sent on, appropriately duplicated, directly 

to grant agency with cover letter. 



----- ---------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------

INDIAL'tA UNIVERSITY AT SOtml BEND 
ROUTE SHEET FOR EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT 

Submit three file copies and ___copies to be To b~ postmarked no later than -------------
sent to: OR 

To be received by agency no later thanAgency:_________________________________ 

t)! .. , .. ,.{!, ~ 

TO BE RECEIVED BY ASSOCIATE ~EAN OF FA~I~S 
OFFICE TEN DAYS BEFORE DEADLINE 

Account Supervisor Title Dept./Div. Soc. Sec. No.Name 

Project Director Title--if applicable--Dept./Div. Soc. Sec. No.Name 

Project Title._______________________~-----------------------------------------------

Amount Requested from Agency: Duration To.___________________ 

Type of Proposal: Brief layman's description of project: 
New 

---~Renewal of Award No. 
---~Other -----

----~Revision of proposal dated~----------

Nature of Project: 
---~Research On Campus 
_____T.eaching ----Off Campus 

Other 

Special Needs. Does this project require: 
_____Use of human subjects? 
----~Additional space? Remodeling?__ 
----~Audio Visual Services? 
_____C.omputer services? 
----~Laboratory animals? 
----~Library services? 

Indirect cost waiver? Chancellor's letter attached----:.
Tuition waivers or fee remissions? 

---~ 
---~Matching funds? Source Approved by ___~------~----~----------

(Account Number) (Account Manager) 

APPROVALS: DATE
Account Manager _________________________________________________ 

Chairperson(s)______________________________________________~ 

Business Office~------~---------------------------------------
Associate ~;;.. 6·£. "Fa-ftii'ii~1;.______________________ 

•'J< :'·. ~~-:~,F~~~iti~s ''" .. 

Chancellor______________________________________________________ 

Contract Administration.____________________________________________ 

Date mailed to agency (to be completed by Contract Administration)______________________ 

ALSO INCLUDE ONE COPY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE DIGEST INFORMATION FORM 



ADMINISTRATIVE DIGEST INFORMATION 

INDIANA UHIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND 

Project Title: 

Department/Division=--------------------------------------------------------------

Account Manager: 

Agency: 

$____Total Funds requested from agency: 

PllOPOSED BUDGET 

Salaries &Wages 
$____Academic appointments (2000) 

Part-time instruction (2300) 
Administrative staff (2400) 

$____Subtotal (~thly salaries) 
Clerical (2500) 
Wages (3000) 

Subtotal (bi-weekly salaries &wages) 
$____Total salaries and wages 

Supplies and expenses (4000-5000) 
Computer service (4015) 
Student fees (4070) 
Fringe benefits (5600-5700) 
Travel (6000) 
Capital equipment (7000) 
Library books (7100) 

Indirect cost (5500) 

$____Total proposed budget 

List below all 2000-level personnel whose salaries and wages are included in proposed budget 

--

Position Rank Duration 
~--- -- ------ - -- - ,-- ---··-~ --- ----...J 

Pert;inent information in the grant document and the budget approved by the granting 
agency will be entered into the University accounting records. All expenditures 
charged to the grant must comply with Indiana University regulations unless a more 
restrictive regulation is imposed by the granting agency. When deviations in budget. 
time or procedure appear necessary. contact Cont_ract Administration for direction. 



GUIDELINES GOVERNING !USB CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT ~RANTS, 
GRANTS IN AID OF RESEARCH, AND SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS 

1. Footnote recognition of the source of support should be provided in any
publication resulting from a project supported by these awards. 

2. Award recipients are requested to provide the Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs' office with copies of whatever publications or announcements of 
presentations or performances result from these grants. 

3. Award recipients are requested to report on their current projects at the 
end of each calendar year. 

GUIDELINES APPLYING ONLY TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
GRANTS AND GRANTS IN AID OF RESEARCH 

1. Curriculum Development awards and Grants in Aid of Research may not 
ordinarily be used for attendance at professional conventions. 

2. Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for 
meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for fore1gn travel. A 
maximum of ten days will be funded. However, these amounts are not 
guaranteed as the Committee must balance the demands of a large number of 
meritorious pr.oposals against a rather limited amount of available funds. 

3. Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to 
one's destination(s) compatible with the proposed schedule of activities. 

4. Equipment purchased with grant funds is the property of IUSB. 

5. A transfer of funds from one expense category to another within the grant 
must be approved in advance by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs. 

6. A grant is to be used within two years. After that deadline unused funds 
will revert to the campus Curriculum Development or Research account 
unless a renewal is requested and approved. 

7. Unless other arrangements are made in advance, grants will terminate when 
their recipients' appointments at IUSB come to an end. Unused funds will 
revert to the campus Curriculum Development or Research account. 

8. Because some Grant in Aid projects may yield royalties or other income to 
recipients of those awards, each applicant agrees, as a condition of the 
award he or she may receive, to repay the University from such personal
income whenever it exceeds $100 in any year. Each year that such income 
exceeds $100, the recipient is obligated to repay to the University one
half of the amount in excess of $100 until the award is repaid. 

9. When funding is obtained from other sources for projects also supported by
these IUSB funds, the local award is reduced by an amount equal to the 
external funds provided. 



GUIDELINES APPLYING ONLY TO SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIPS 

1. Recipients are expected to devote full time for at least two months 
during the summer to the project proposed. They may not hold any
teaching or other service-rendering appointments during this period. 

2. Recipients must continue at !USB through the academic year following the 
summer of the award. If the recipient does not remain at IUSB, the 
amount of the award must be repaid. 

3. Recipients are encouraged to seek additional funds to supplement the 
Summer Faculty Fellowship award. If a recipient succeeds in obtaining 
outside funds for personal income to support a project, however, the 
total stipend permitted--including the Fellowship--is limited to 20% of 
the previous academic year•s salary. 

4. The Payroll Department will make the following deductions for federal 
and state income taxes, local option taxes, and (FICA) as applicable: 

1. Federal income tax will be withheld at a standard rate of 15%. 
2. Indiana Gross Income Tax will (normally) be withheld at the rate 

of 3.4%~ 
3. For TIAA/CREF participants, until the maximum contribution is 

reached, FICA taxes will be deducted and the (campus) will be 
billed for the employer•s share at the rate of 7.51%. 

All (Fellowship} payments and taxes withheld will be incorporated in the 
employee•s annual W-2 statement. 

Pay for (the Fellowship) will be made by separate check and will not be 
combined with the employee•s regular payroll check. 



IUSB RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

Name 

Unit 

Award Sought 

Swmner Faculty Grant in Aid Curriculum Develop
Fellowship of Research ment Proposal 

Project Title 

Project 
Abstract 

Amount 
. Sought 

Recommendations 
(two, one of 
which should be 
from outside 
IUSB) 

Attach curriculum vita and narrative responding to these questions: 

1. What is the project intended to accomplish ( objectives; significance)? 
2. What activities are planned? 

*3. What will project activities cost? (Be as detailed and precise as possible.) 
4. What qualifications do you bring to the position of project director? 
5. What previous IUSB awards have you received; what resulted from those projects· 
6. What efforts are underway to obtain additional funding for this project? 

*Omit for fellowship application 



------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------

------------------------

INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

Grant or Fellowship Progress Report 

Recipient's Name 

Department/Division 

Type of Award______________________________________________________ 

Date of Award {semester, year) 

Project Title__________________________________________________ __ 

Signature Date 

Please complete this form, using additional pages as needed, and 
send to the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, with 
copies for your divisional and departmental heads. 

1. Description of grant-supported activities. 

2. Summary of expenses {not required for fellowships). 

over 
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3. Were you able to complete the project? Describe any difficulties you
had, or changes from what had been planned. 

4. Did, or will, the project result in a specific product - a manuscript, 
composition, syllabus, etc.? If so, please describe and indicate state 
of development. 

5. Could !USB have assisted your project in any additional way? 

11/88 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FORGING NEW ~ARTNERSHIPS IN LEARNING ASSISTANCE. Hunter R. Boylan (ed) San 
Franciso, CA: Jessey-Bass, 1982. (LC 238 .F67 1982) 

FOUNDATION GRANTS TO INDIVIDUALS. Claude Brailleaux and Alexis Teitz 
Gersumky (ed) New York: Foundation Center, 1982. (Ref. LB 2336 .F598 
1982) 

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS: PROPOSALMANSHIP AND WINNING STRATEGIES. Herman 
Woltz. Plenum Press, 1979. (HD 3860 .H64) 

INDIANA FOUNDATIONS: A DIRECTORY. Paula Reading Spear (ed) Indianapolis, 
IN: Central Research Systems, 1985. (Ref. AS 911 .A2I5 1985) 

1985 DIRECTORY OF INDIANA DONORS. Indianapolis, IN: Indiana Donors Alliance, 
1985. (Ref HV 98 .I6D57 1985) 

SURVEY OF GRANT-MAKING FOUNDATIONS WITH ASSETS OVER $1,000,000 OR GRANTS OF 
OVER $200,000. New York: Public Service Materials Center. 
(Ref. AS 911 .A2S96) 

HOW TO WRITE GRANT PROPOSALS 

THE ART OF WINNING CORPORATE GRANTS. Howard Hillman & Marjorie Chamberlain. 
New York: Vanguard Press, 1980. (HG 177 .H47) 

THE ART OF WINNING GOVERNMENT GRANTS. Howard Hillman & Kathryn Natale. New 
York: Vanguard press, 1977. (HJ 275 .H49 1977) 

FOUNDATION FUNDAMENTALS: A GUIDE FOR GRANTSEEKERS. Carol M. Kurzig. New 
York: Foundation Center, 1980. (HV 41 .K87) 

GETTING GRANTS. Craig W. Smith & Eric W. Skiei. New York: Harper & Row, 
1981. (HJ 275 .S55 1981) 

GRANT PROPOSALS THAT SUCCEEDED. Virgina White. New York: Plenum Press, 
1983. (HG 177 .G69 1983) 
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GRANTS: HOW TO FIND OUT ABOUT THEM AND WHAT TO DO NEXT. Virginia P. White. 
New York, Plenum Press, 1975. (Q 18D .U5W47) 

HOW TO WRITE SUCCESSFUL FOUNDATION PRESENTATIONS. Joseph Dermer. 
Public Service Materials Center, 1980 (AS 911 .A2D427 1980) 

New York: 

THE INDIVIDUAL'S GUIDE TO GRANTS. 
Press, 1983. (AZ 188 .U5M37 

Judith B. 
1983) 

Margolin. New York: Plenum 

THE NEW HOW TO RAISE FUNDS FROM FOUNDATIONS. Joseph Dermer. New York: 
Public Service Materials Center, 1979. (AS 911 .A2D4 1979) 

THE QUICK PROPOSAL WORKBOOK: HOW TO PRODUCE BETTER GRANT PROPOSALS IN 25-50\ 
LESS TIME. Daniel Lynn Conrad. San Francisco, CA: Public Management 
Institute, 1980. (Ref. HV 41 .C639 1980) 

SOURCES OF GRANTS 

THE COMPLETE GRANTS SOURCEBOOK FOR HIGHER EDUCATION. American council on 
Education. Washington, DC: The Council, 1980. (Ref. LB 2336 .A6 
1980) 

THE FOUNDATION DIRECTORY. Foundation Library Center. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1960-. (Ref AS 911 .A2F65) (most recent edition in 
reference) 

THE FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX. New York: Foundation Center, 1983-. 
(Ref. AS 911 .A2F66) (most recent edition in reference) 

GRANT'S REGISTER: POSTGRADUATE AWARDS IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD. St. 
James Press, 1969- • (Ref. LB 2338 .G7) (most recent edition in 
reference) 

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, AND LOANS. S. Norman Feingold. Boston, Mass.: 
Bellman Publ. Co., 1949- (Ref. LB 2338 .F4) (most recent edition in 
reference) 

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS AND LOANS. M. Lorraine Mathies, (ed) New 
York: Macmillan Information, 1977- • (Ref. LB 2338 .C58) (most recent 
edition in reference) 

WHERE AMERICA'S LARGE FOUNDATIONS MAKE THEIR GRANTS. New York: Public 
Services Materials Center, 1972. (Ref. AS 911 .A3W43) 
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SOURCES TO GRANTS IN SPECIALIZED AREAS 

GRANTS FOR LIBRARIES: A GUIDE TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FUNDING PROGRAMS AND 
PROPOSAL WRITING TECHNIQUES. Emmett Corry. Littleton, CO: Libraries 
Unlimited, 1982. (Z683 .C754 1982) 

GRANTS IN THE HUMANITIES: A SCHOLAR'S GUIDE TO FUNDING SURCES. William E. 
Coleman. New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, 1980. (Ref. AZ 507 .C58} 

NIH EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS: FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING. U.S. 
Dept.of Health and Human Services. Washington, DC: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1985. (Gov't Pub. HE 20.3002:EX 8/985) 

PERIODICAL 

GRANTLINE (irregular) 1984- • (Library has incomplete holdings on Reserve) 
(Contact IUSB Assistant Dean of Faculties for complete holdings.) 

ONLINE DATA BASE SEARCHING 

Why you may want to use this service: 

Computer data base searches provide more ways to find relevant 
information than do searches of print information sources. 

Computer data base searches provide more search flexibility than do 
searches of print information sources. 

Computer data base searches often provide more current information 
than do searches of print information sources. 

Computer data base searches make information avaiiable which is not 
found in print sources. 

but, Computer data base searches cost. 

Some topi.cs cannot be searched effectively using a computer data 
base. 

The IUSB Library may not have all the material from your search, so 
some material may have to be obtained from other libraries through 
interlibrary loan. 

Browsing through information on a topic cannot be done. 

Retrospective searching is limited with data base searching. 
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The IUSB.LIBRARY can search the following Foundation/Grants 
databases: 

Foundation Directory 
Foundation Grants Index 
Grants 

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 

various departments of the Federal Government publish material 
relative to issues in Foundation/Grants. 

THE MONTHLY CATALOG OF U.S. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS, located in the 
Government Publications Reference Area, is the index used to find 
specific titles or series from various departments. 

Additional information may be available as outlined below: 

GRANT/Scan* 
Research & Sponsored Programs (IUPUI), in cooperation with 
Indianapolis Computing Services, now makes available a menu
driven electronic information system to p~ovide 24-hour access 
to continually updated University grant-related information 
(e.g., indirect costs1 internal funds, NIH deadlines, and boiler 
plate for proposals). Any campus terminal or microcomputer 
connected to the IU Computing Network or off-campus equipment 
with a modem can gain access. Copies of the instructional 
brochure may be obtained by calling Research and Sponsored 
Programs, Ext. 8285. There is no charge for this service. 

*Copyright 1985 

Budget Calculator Software Package 
A software package for the IBM-PC to help researchers calculate 
grant proposal budgets has been created by R&GD, IUB. Writers 
of NSF, NIH, and other Federal agency proposals will find the 
package particularly helpful. Copies of this program and user 
manuals are available free from BACS. Mail your own diskette to 
Terry Usrey, BACS, Memorial West 007, IUB1 or call 5-2599 to 
make an appointment. 

HelpLine at IUB 
The Grants Office of Research and Graduate Development on the 
IUB campus provides a telephone HelpLine available 24 hours a 
day with recorded messages of interest to faculty and staff 
preparing proposals. Information on current rates (e.g., 
indirect costs, fringe benefits,· fee remissions, travel and per 
diem) will be provid~d, along with other information designed to 
help researchers in their efforts to secure both internal and 
external support. The telephone number for the HelpLine is 335
5441. 
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SPIN Searches Now Available 
The Office of Research and Graduate Development (IUB) and the 
Office of Research and Sponsored Programs (IUPUI) now have an 
additional service available to assist faculty in locating 
external funding. A search can be conducted of a computerized 
data base call Sponsored Programs. Information Network (SPIN) 
for funding opportunities applicable to a particular project. 
Faculty in Indianapolis who are interested should call 8285~ and 
faculty in Bloomington or on a regional campus should call 5
0516. 

For more information ask at the Reference Desk or call 237-4440 

bib17~MJ6/87 
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	INTRODUCTIO
	N 

	Faculty research contributes to the academic health of IUSB and is encouraged and supported by the faculty, the administration, and Indiana University's Board of Trustees. This booklet will acquaint readers with both the research support programs which are available to all faculty of Indiana University and those which IUSB provides from its own resources. Faculty are encouraged to avail themselves of the programs outlined in the following pages. 
	This booklet contains three sections. Part One summarizes research administration at IUSB, including the services provided and the procedures required for both intramural and extramural proposals. Part Two describes pertinent university programs, whether locally or centrally managed. Part Three contains two kinds of supplemental information, copies of most of the application or other forms mentioned elsewhere in the booklet, a bibliography of reference materials about grant writing that are available in the
	.
	. 

	IUSB RESEARCH SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
	OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
	In recognition of the value of faculty research, the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs has charged the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs with providing appropriate research support. That support takes several forms--sharing information about grant opportunities, coordinating application processes, and maintaining records of the faculty's scholarly and creative achievement. 
	The Associate Vice Chancellor maintains a library of guidelines from funding agencies and foundations, along with a collection of materials about effective proposal writing. Subscriptions to newsletters and clearinghouse publications provide additional information about current programs and their deadlines. Research opportunity information is circulated to faculty by separate announcement or by a newsletter from this office. Grant/Scan, an electronic information system, is available for use by all faculty. 
	Programs at IUPUI {274-8285}. Searches of the computerized 

	While faculty scholarship and creative effort are encouraged and equallydeserving of support, university resources and facilities {e.g., word processing, manuscript typing, postage costs, long distance telephone charges, and duplicating services) will not be used for the preparation of doctoral dissertations. In addition, they will ordinarily not be used for the preparation of book length manuscripts destined for fa~ulty members expect remuneration, or for the analogous preparation of works of art. Funds to
	publication for which 
	scholarship and creative efforts may, however, be sought by 

	THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
	This committee administers intramural research funds (which are disbursed as Summer Faculty Fellowships, Grants in Aid of Research, and Curriculum Development awards). The committee consists of eight members who are appointed by the Executive Committee of the Academic Senate and the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, who serves as an ex officio member. In general, the Associate Vice Chancellor's office -serves as liaison between applicants for grants and fellowships and the committee which rec
	\ 
	\ 

	GRANT PROCEDURES 
	INTRAMURAL GRANTS: IUSB 
	IUSB's budget includes three kinds of research support: Summer Faculty
	Fellowships, Grants in Aid of Research, and Curriculum Developmentawards. All three are covered in Part Two of this booklet. The year'sapplication deadlines are announced in the fall by the Research and Development Committee chair. 
	All proposals use the same application form. It is available in division offices or from the office of the Associate Vice Chancellor, to whom completed proposals should be sent. Letters of recommendation should be sent to the Committee chair. Every year, recipients must file project reports with the Associate Vice Chancellor. Faculty are also asked to submit copies of publications or other materials which result from research supported in this fashion. 
	Insofar as possible, applications for IUSB-supported grants should be written in layman's language. While specialized terminology may be used as needed, the wider implications and values of any proposed research should be made clear. Most members of the Research and DevelopmentCommittee, which evaluates these proposals, will not be specialists in the applicant's field. The way to obtain expert judgment is to solicit (and obtain) detailed supporting letters from other scholars and to include these with one's
	Other means of strengthening proposals include: 
	--Demonstrating familiarity with significant and current research in the proposed area of investigation. This may be achieved bydescribing related research, or by including a pertinent, annotated bibliography. 
	--Demonstrating that previous awards have led to productive work. Committee members want to know whether applicants have received other research awards, and if so, what the outcomes of those projects were. 
	--Presenting a budget which conforms to what the narrative describes and explaining in reasonable detail how costs have been determined. 
	INTRAMURAL GRANTS: SYSTEMWIDE 
	In addition to the research funds provided from IUSB's own resources,
	local faculty have access to systemwide funds made available on a competitive basis to all of Indiana University's faculty. Some of these are described in the IU Academic Handbook, pp. 73-76. Each program has its own application guidelines; specific details are contained in Part Two of this booklet. The programs and their sponsors include: 
	Office of Learning Resources--curriculum development grants. 
	President's Council on the Arts and Sciences: 1) inter-campusfaculty support up to $500, 2) grants for inter-campus collaboration involving three or more IU campuses. 
	President's Council on the Humanities: publication subsidies, grants-in-aid of research for faculty in the humanities, U.S. research travel seed money, and department or program grants. 
	President's Council on International Programs: grants-in-aid,travel, and publication subsidies pertaining to international studies. 
	President's Council on the Social Sciences: publicationsubsidies, grants-in-aid for faculty in the social sciences, U.S. travel seed money, and department or program grants. 
	University Research Operations Conmittee (UROC): supplementalgrants-in-aid for funded projects. 
	Hewlett Foundation Grant Program: summer development grant for one faculty member from each smaller campus to conduct 
	international studies related research in Bloomington. 
	Still other systemwide grants are designed to encourage scholarlyexchanges of information rather than research projects per se: 
	International Faculty Exchange: program for faculty to teach and conduct research abroad. 
	International Visitor's Exchange: travel, per diem and honoraria costs for guest speakers. 
	Overseas Conference Fund: travel grants. 
	One other program should be noted, although it is not managed by the university: the Indiana Consortium for International Programs (ICIP}awards grants for curriculum development, outside consulting services, and seminars/conferences pertaining to international studies. 
	In most cases these applications require the endorsement of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and are submitted through the Associate Vice Chance11 or. 
	EXTRAMURAL GRANTS 
	Most faculty proposals for outside support involve Indiana University as the fiscal agent for funds received and IUSB as the site of funded 
	Most faculty proposals for outside support involve Indiana University as the fiscal agent for funds received and IUSB as the site of funded 
	activities.Procedures for applying for these grants are governed by
	1 


	the fact that Indiana University provides centralized management of most 
	fiscal affairs, including contractual arrangements between faculty and 
	external agencies for funded research or training. As a result, 
	PROPOSALS FOR EXTRAMURAL GRAIITS MUST BE ROUTED THROUGH APPROPRIATE CIWIELS AT BOTH SOUTH'BEIID (department/division, Business Office, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and Chancellor) AID BLOOMIIGTOR (Officeof Contract and Grant Administration). Pages 35-36 of the 1979 IUSB Facult~ Handbook summarize this dual responsibility. What follows-desert es aspects of that responsibility in greater detail. Throughoutthe application process the Associate Vice Chancellor serves as liaison between faculty and the
	Officially, the Contract and Grant Administration phase of applying for 
	extramural grants begins when the proposal and its budget have been 
	completed. (Realistically, consultation will have begun while the 
	proposal is being written and the budget prepared.) The division 
	submitting a proposal prepares as many copies as the funding agency 
	requests, plus three more copies for Indiana University, plus one for 
	2

	the Human Subjects in Research Committee, if appropriate, and one more 
	ithe proposal will be submitted to an agency of the State of Indiana. 
	f 

	If the project will rely upon human subjects, IUSB•s Human Subjects in Research Committee must be notified at this time. All other copies of 
	the proposal· are submitted to the Associate Vice Chancellor, together with a Route Sheet and an Administrative Digest Information Form (seebelow). These assist Contract and Grant Administration and IUSB with their own record keeping. The route sheet indicates that all required approvals of a proposal and its budget have been obtained. The Administrative Digest Information Form defines the expense categoriesinto which grant funds will be divided and enables Contract and Grant Administration to establish a p
	document 

	1
	1
	1
	. 

	The chief exception to this rule would be fellowships such as those provided by NEH or NSF which serve in lieu of salary for projects which do not involve Indiana University facilities. While fellowshipapplications are not routed through the full range of university channels, they should ordinarily be presented to the department and/ordivision chair and the Associate Vice Chancellor•s office for requir~d when the fellowship program specifies institutional nomination and/or limits the number of applications 
	informational purposes and support. This routing is 


	2
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	For the Vice Chancellor•s office, Business Office, and Contract and Grant Administration. 


	ROUTE SHEET 
	IUSB's route sheet is designed to reduce confusion about the information requested. A copy is included in Part Three. The followinginstructions should make it possible to fill one in correctly. 
	The Agency is the organization from which funds are sought. A complete mailing address should be provided. Each agencyspecifies how many copies of a proposal must be submitted, and a cut-off date for either receipt of proposals or their postmark.Contract and Grant Administration staff will try to honor those 
	deadlines; since they are crucial to a proposal's success, they 
	should be specified exactly. 
	The Account Manager or account supervisor is the project's fiscal agent, the budgetary link between the agency and the university. Account managers must be full-time university employees. They are usually departmental or divisional chairs. 
	The Project Director is the person responsible for project activities. The same information should be supplied as for the Account Manager. 
	The Amount Requested is the total sum requested from the agency;it may not be the same as total project costs. This line also appears on the Administrative Digest Information Form. 
	Duration is the project's expected length--from month/day/year to 
	month/day/year. 
	The Brief Layman's Description informs Contract and Grant Administration of what the project is about. These descriptionswill be used in a computer-based file of current Indiana University research. They should be self contained and should not refer readers to sections of the proposal. 
	The Nature of Project identifies key aspects of the proposal. The most significant one, from Contract and Grant Administration's point of view, is whether project activities will take place on or off campus. The location of these activities determines the indirect cost rate to be charged the funding agency. 
	The Special Needs section identifies the extent to which the proposal requires access to university resources. It also serves as a checklist to verify that, when these resources are involved, all persons responsible for their-administration have been notified and have given their consent. 
	Use of human subjects in research mandates special federal procedures and requires the written approval of the responsible campus committee. 
	Many projects require additional seace in the form of offices. Agreement upon the locat1on of this space must be cleared with the Chancellor's Council via the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 
	When IUSB's audio-visual equiement is required, the Director of Instructional Med1a Services must confirm in writing that that office is able to meet project needs. 
	Computer service needs--computer time, staff time--must be cleared with the Director of Computer Services, and budgetedfor. 
	Laboratory animals require maintenance facilities and the approval of the affected departments. 
	Any demands to be made upon the IUSB Library--for example,for database searches--must be cleared with the Library Director. 
	An indirect cost waiver means that the university has agreed
	to relinquish all or part of what it might otherwise collect from funding agencies for accounting services, space and utilities consumption, and so forth. Such waivers must be requested, in writing, by the Chancellor. 
	Tuition waivers mean that the university relinquishes part or all of the fees it charges for providing instruction. The Admissions Office must agree to such arrangements. 
	Matchin¥ funds are funds contributed from one or more 
	univers ty accounts to the project account. Written permission from all affected account managers must be obtained. 
	The list of required Approvals is largely self-explanatory. Both divisional and departmental chairs must sign on the second line for Arts and Sciences proposals. The Assistant Vice Chancellor for Business Affairs will sign for the Business Office, and it is wise to collect his signature first of all, to indicate that a project budget satisfies university regulations. The Associate Vice Chancellor signs on the fourth line, monitors the acquisition of the remaining signatures and letters of support, if needed
	Since all extramural proposals are routed through Contract and Grant Administration more time is consumed than might be realized before theyare mailed to their final destinations. At least five working days are needed for any proposal to clear IUSB, reach Bloomington, be processedthere and sent on to a funding agency. And this schedule presumes that IUSB's Business Office has already approved the proposal's budget when the countdown begins. A grant submitted for local signatures on a Friday afternoon will n
	eight to ten days. Since some funding agencies enforce their de.adlines to the minute, proposal preparation must take thh time lag into account. Proposals must be submitted to the Associate Vice Chancellor TEN DAYS PIIOR TO ANY STATED DIADLINE. In exceptional situations requiring shorter lead-times, the project director should contact the Associate Vice Chancellor as soon as possible to determine whether it will be possible to expedite the proposal. 
	/ 
	/ 


	ADMINISTRATIVE DIGEST INFORMATION FORM 
	A copy of this form is included in Part Three. It is an accountingdocument which rearranges project budgets to fit the expense categoriesused by Indiana University. These categories are identified by fourdigit numbers; the most common grant-related categories appear on this form. Once a grant account has been established, funds cannot be transferred from one major expense line to another without authorization from both South Bend and Bloomington. For that reason it is importantto establish a realistic budg
	Business Office staff can answer your questions about expense Hnes and the preparation of this form. The following remarks about the 
	categories which you are most likely tc:> _encounter should help: 
	2000 =Full-time appointments with faculty rank 
	2300 =Adjunct faculty appointments 
	2400 Administrative appointments without faculty rank, including all positions with PA rank 
	=

	2500 =Clerical staff CCL rank codes)3000 =Hourly wage employees4000-5000 =Supplies and expenses, an enormous category which 
	includes telephone and utility charges, data 
	processing, duplicating, postage, and space and 
	equipment rental fees as well as supplies.5500 = Indirect cost 5600-5700 = Fringe benefits 
	6000 =Travel. Mileage and per diem rates are set by the university and may not be exceeded. 7000 = Capital equipment, including 7100 (Library materials). 
	Indirect cost (5500) is the cost to the university of administering grants. It is computed as a percentage of the total direct cost of each project to its funding agency. The prescribed rate will vary from year to year, and in some cases from agency to agency. But the basic rate is that negotiated between Indiana University. and the federal government.Unless agencies prohibit or limit the charging of indirect cost, it must be added at the basic rate to the direct cost of each proposal. (Seebelow under ''Ind
	Extramural grants must account for the fringe benefits as well as the salaries or wages of all personnel involved in funded projects. As federal laws or university policies change, fringe benefits change too. The chart below lists the current fringe benefit percentages for all employees. 
	Retirement and Fringe Benefits effective July 1, 1989 
	ATIAA-CREF for persons on 10 or 12 month appointmenTIAA-CREF Retirement 19.40FICA 7.65Other Fringe Benefits 6.90
	. 
	t
	% 
	% 
	t 

	33.951 
	BFringe Benefits and Retirement Summer Salary on 10 month appointeesFICA 7.65t 
	. 

	Other Fringe Be.nefi t6.90t 
	s 

	14.551 
	CPersonnel Participating in PERPERF Retirement 11.25FICA 7.65Other Fringe Benefits 6.90
	. 
	F 
	t 
	t 
	t 

	25.8ol 
	DHourly Non-Student Personnel and In House ConsultantFICA 7.65
	. 
	s 
	t 

	At the bottom the form includes a list of all 2000-level personnel whose salary and benefits are to be underwritten, even in part, by extramural funds. Payroll adjustments must be made for everyone already employed bythe university so that each new grant account will contribute the appropriate fraction of wages and benefits. All required paper work for the hiring of new employees must be completed before their pay periodbegins. 
	On the form identify each position by category (2000-2500) and number within that category--2401, 2402, .etc. This establishes a position number. Under name, enter new positions as "to be named." Job titles help determine rinK codes, 4-digit codes assigned to all univers1typositions, and these in turn suggest salary ranges and fringe benefits. Duration means length of project. Full time equivalent (FTE) refers to the percentage of time that project staff will spend on project activities 
	anbe paid for from project funds. 
	d 

	All Administrative Digest Information Forms for proposals involving the hiring of project staff are routed to IUSB's Affirmative Action Officer and the Director of Personnel and Academic Services. Hiring arrangements must satisfy both parties before awards can be accepted. In general all hiring of full-time staff for a time period greater than three months must comply with Affirmative Action regulations. 
	Thbest instructions for hiring are contained in the IUSB Forms Manual 
	e 

	prepared by the Office of Personnel Services. It explains the procedures 
	required by Affirmative Action, the Business Office, and Personnel and Academic Services for hiring, terminating, or otherwise changing the 
	status of all university employees. 
	PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
	Most extramural agencies provide cover sheets which must accompany all 
	proposals submitted. These usually require the signature of a designated 
	university official. The information which follows describes how to 
	university official. The information which follows describes how to 
	complete that part of any cover sheet. THE FIRST THING TO REMEMBER IS THAT PROPOSALS ARE SUBMimD IN THE IIIAJIIE OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY, NOT IUSB. The correct address is: 

	Indiana University 
	Contract and Grant Administration 
	P. 0. Box 1847 
	Bloomington, IN 47402 
	The authorizing official is: 
	William E. FarquharDirector 
	Contract and Grant Administration Phone: (812) 855-3962 
	Cover sheets may also request evidence of the university's tax exempt 
	status. This is provided in the form of an Internal Revenue Service 
	Entity Number, sometimes called a Federal Employer Identification 
	Number. The number assigned to Indiana University is 1-356001673-A1. 
	Occasionally an agency will ask for a congressional district; Indiana 
	University/Bloomington is located in the 9th congressional district. 
	BUDGET 
	Mr. Ron Van Hook, Contract and Grant Administration, works ~th 
	extramural grants submitted from campuses such as IUSB. It is helpful 
	to submit preliminary budgets to him as early as possible in the 
	proposal writing process. His office is Bryan Hall, 215£, and his 
	telephone number is 855-3962. At IUSB, the Associate Vice Chancellor 
	for Business Affairs will also work with grant writers on budget
	preparation. · 
	1. Indirect cost 
	This rate or percentage of total direct cost is intended to 
	reimburse the university for expenses incurred as a result of 
	project activities--space, utilities, building and equipment
	maintenance, accounting and personnel staff time, and so forth. 
	The university negotiates these rates with the federal government 
	every year or so. Current rates are as 
	every year or so. Current rates are as 
	every year or so. Current rates are as 
	follows: 

	Research 
	Research 

	On Campus 
	On Campus 
	47.51 of direct cost to funding agency


	Off Campus 27.71
	· 
	Instruction on Campus 77.61 Off Campus 28.81 
	Other Sponsored Agreements on Campus 28.01 Off Campus 23. 51 
	/ 
	/ 

	In the absence of other arrangements, these rates must be applied to total direct project costs. The only direct cost 1tems excluded from this calculation are equipment, the amount of each individual subgrant or subcontract, alteration and renovation expenses, university hospital charges, and student financial aid costs (tuition and fellowships). 
	In the absence of other arrangements, these rates must be applied to total direct project costs. The only direct cost 1tems excluded from this calculation are equipment, the amount of each individual subgrant or subcontract, alteration and renovation expenses, university hospital charges, and student financial aid costs (tuition and fellowships). 
	In the absence of other arrangements, these rates must be applied to total direct project costs. The only direct cost 1tems excluded from this calculation are equipment, the amount of each individual subgrant or subcontract, alteration and renovation expenses, university hospital charges, and student financial aid costs (tuition and fellowships). 

	Even when agencies will not provide indirect costs, project budgets should include them in order to reflect realistic project costs. The fact that an agency will not pay indirect cost should be noted on both the route sheet and administrative digest information form. In such cases, it is appropriate to include a detailed list of the university's contribution to the direct cost of a project. This list might include space costs, telephone rental costs, office furniture, and equipment maintenance or repair. Fo
	Even when agencies will not provide indirect costs, project budgets should include them in order to reflect realistic project costs. The fact that an agency will not pay indirect cost should be noted on both the route sheet and administrative digest information form. In such cases, it is appropriate to include a detailed list of the university's contribution to the direct cost of a project. This list might include space costs, telephone rental costs, office furniture, and equipment maintenance or repair. Fo

	Administration. 
	Administration. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Academic Salaries 

	TR
	Summer stipends for faculty should be calculated at 22 112' of the appropriate 10-month salaries, unless the resulting figures exceed funding agency limits. The maximum permissible summer stipend is 27 112' of the academic year salary, but proposals above 22 112' require prior approval from divisional chairs and the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 

	TR
	When writing a proposal for funding over an extended period of time, normal salary increases should be built into the budget. There is no university policy governing the rate to use; the rule of thumb is6,. The investigator will in reality only receive the universityapproved amount, regardless of what has been budgeted. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Internal Consultancies 

	TR
	Some funded projects call for the participation of persons from inside and outside the university as paid consultants. When a federa 1 agency is supplyf ng the funds, university emp1oyees who serve as internal consultants may be paid up to 1/2~ of their academic 10-month salaries for each day of consultation involving project activities. This restriction applies even when federal funds are channeled through state agencies or other sources. 

	TR
	An elaborate documentation procedure is now required for paymentsmade to consultants on federally funded projects. Ask the Associate Vice Chancellor for details. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Travel and Hospitality Reimbursement; External Consultancies 

	TR
	Although these figures will change from year to year, whatever guidelines the university follows for its employees and guests at any time will also pertain to project staff and external consultants. These figures currently apply: 


	Grant-related travel by automobile 
	24 cents per mile for the first 700 miles of travel 12 cents per mile for the next 2,300 miles 7 cents per mile thereafter Reimbursement for parking and tolls is available with receipts. 
	Maximum daily allowance for meals and lodging while traveling on 
	university/project business: 
	In State Out of State Abroad 
	Meal$24.00 $24.00 $30.00 
	s 

	Lodging Actual Actual Actual 
	A person who is in travel status for 12 hours or more on a trip
	that begins and ends in the same day will be entitled to a $12.00 meal allowance. In addition, when a person's ti·me at work, not in travel status, combined with time in travel status, all in one day,exceeds 12 hours, he/she will also be entitled to a $12.00 meal allowance. 
	Invited speakers, outside consultants and other guests of the 
	university are reimbursed for their meals only to these limits: 
	(A-123A Honoraria Reimbursement) 
	Breakfast $ 5.0Lunch 6.0Dinner 13.0
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Mileage will be paid for these people at the same rate which appliesemploy~es. Coach airfare and taxi fares are reimbursable at cost. Lodging will be reimbursed at the actual rate 
	to university 

	per night. · 
	Thhost employee of the university will be reimbursed for meals 
	e 

	taken with the guest, as follows (Special Expense Reimbursement): 
	Breakfast $ 6.00 (including tip)
	Lunc
	h 
	10.00 

	tl It
	I 
	Dinner 18.00 " 
	l 

	OTHER UNIVERSITY POLICIES 
	1Indirect Cost: This statement of IUSB indirect cost policy incorporates Contract and Grant Administration guidelines circulated in April, 1983: 
	. 

	It is Indiana University policy to charge indirect costs to all externally supported programs. These charges are based on a rate which the university periodically negotiates with the federal government. Indirect costs recovered for proposals submitted from IUSB return to IUSB as campus income. 
	Indiana University requires that full indirect costs be included in 
	all proposals submitted to outside agencies. Only in the following 
	circumstances may these costs be reduced or waived: 
	A. Limitations Set by Funding Agencies 
	Federal agencies will pay the full, negotiated indirect cost rate. State Agencies and private foundations, however, may set 
	· their own maximum recoverable indirect cost rates. For example: indirect costs are not required on projects supported by Indiana's general fund, but full indirect costs must be requested on proposals submitted to state agencies which disburse federal funds. When published guidelines state that no indirect cost or less than the negotiated rate will be paid, a copy of those guidelines must accompany the proposal and its route sheet. In such circumstances proposal budgets should be reviewed to determine whet
	B. Matching Fund Requirement 
	Some agencies require the university to provide matching funds of up to fifty percent of project costs. One means of achieving the obligatory institutional match is by waiving partof the indirect cost which would otherwise be recoverable. Anyproject director or supervisor seeking a reduction of indirect 
	costs for this purpose must submit evidence that at least one 
	of these conditions applies to the proposal in question: 
	--that the sponsoring unit is making a substantial 
	contribution to the project; for example, through donated 
	faculty time. 
	--that the project is of exceptional value to the university or this campus. 
	C. Exceptional Circumstances 
	When a project director and the appropriate administrator believe there is good reason for reducing the allowable indirect cost on a particular proposal, they must provideadequate justification for their request. The argument that reducing indirect cost will make a proposal more competitive is not sufficient. 
	The decision to reduce or waive indirect costs is discretionaryonly for circumstances 8 and C above. In those cases deciding whether or not to seek a waiver of indirect cost is the Chancellor's responsibility. Proposals which request waivers will be forwarded to him accompanied by recommendations from the Associate Vice Chancellor, who will evaluate them accordingto the policies described above. All requests for a waiver of indirect cost will also be reviewed by Contract and Grant Administration before the 
	funding agencies. In cases of disagreement between IUSB and 
	Contract and Grant Administration, the final decision will rest 
	with the Executive Vice President of Indiana University. 
	2
	2
	2
	2
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	Renegotiation of Proposal 

	If the agency to which a proposal is submitted requests any majorchanges, including changes in the proposed budget, these changes must be cleared through Contract and Grant Administration. An amended route sheet and Administrative Digest Information Form must be prepared and routed exactly as were the originals, with revision checked under Type of Proposal ... Revisions sought byproject staff, such as the extension of deadlines, must also be rerouted in this fashion. 
	11
	11 
	11
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	Conflict of Interest 


	Indiana University has subscribed to a Statement on Conflicts of Interest prepared jointly by the American Association of University Professors and the American Council on Education {see the I.U. 
	Academic Handbook, 1988 edition, pp. 37-39). The account manager•ssignature on the proposal •s route sheet indicates that he/she has read the statement and assumes responsibility for assuring that conflicts of interest as defined by the statement will not result from project activities. 
	4More detailed discussions of University and campus policies are found in the Academic Handbook 1986, pp. 73-76, and IUSB FacultyHandbook, 1979, pp. 35-39. Other pertinent information, e.g.,concerning University patent policy, travel policies, and salarypolicies, may be found in the same publications. 
	. 

	CHECKLIST 
	Because preparing proposals for extramural funds is both time consumingand complex, a checklist of things to do and in what sequence has been prepared for your assistance. It also suggests how much time should be allowed for budgetary review, obtaining signatures, and so forth. See Part Three for a copy of this checklist. Other copies are available from the Associate Vice Chancellor. 
	asm 
	II lHYd 
	...__ 
	./ 
	/' v
	CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT GRANT 
	Purpose/Objective 
	To support curriculum development or improvement projects that cannot be 
	funded from existing divisional or departmental budgets. 
	NOTE: Funding for curriculum development is also available through the 
	Office of Learning Resources in Bloomington. See page in this manual 
	and page 76 of the Academic Handbook for further informat1on. You are 
	encouraged to obtain the proper form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's 
	office and apply to the Office of Learning Resources for support of your 
	project. The coordination of learning resources and curriculum development
	grants will be handled on a case by case basis. Ordinarily, any funds 
	granted by Learning Resources are to be deducted from the amount awarded by
	R &Das a curriculum development grant. Ideally, such proposals will first, 
	be submitted to Learning Resources prior to consideration by the R &D 
	Committee. 
	Award 
	Up to $1,000 for one project. A maximum of $500 for manuscript preparation. Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for foreign travel. Amaximum of ten days will be funded. However, these amounts are not guaranteed as the Committee must balance the demands of a large number of meritorious 
	proposals against a rather limited amount of available funds. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	stu~ of 
	Grants may be made to support the development of new courses, the 

	course needs, the evaluation of course needs, and the acquisition of 
	learning resources. 
	_fligible areas of support include the purchase, development, or utilization 
	of film strips, slides, video tapes, supplies, small equipment, and 
	----------~---
	personnel assistance. -

	Salary for released time for a faculty member will be considered but is not 
	a high priority. No awards for this purpose have been made in several 
	years. 
	Grants will not ordinarily be made to fund attendance at professional
	conventions, unless the proposal demonstrates the convention's relevance to 
	~
	thtLcurr:·i.c.ulunLdeve1 ..,_______
	opmen:Lpl".oje.ct...

	-

	When requesting travel money, the applicant should clearly indicate that 
	departmental and divisional resources have been pursued or are unavailable. 
	Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one's 
	destination(s) compatible __ wtth the proposed schedule of activities. 
	Equipment purchased with grant funds is the property of IUSB. 
	A transfer of funds from one expense category to another within the grant must be approved in advance by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic 
	Affairs. 
	A grant is to be used within two years. After that deadline unused funds will revert to the campus Research account unless a renewal is requested and 
	approved. 
	Unless other arrangements are made in advance, grants will terminate when their recipients' appointments at IUSB come to an end. Unused funds will revert to the campus Research account. 
	Eligibility 
	All full-time faculty are eligible to apply; adjunct faculty may applythrough their departmental or divisional chairs. 
	Deadlines 
	Applications are reviewed by the Research and Development Committee several times yearly; deadlines are announced at the start of each academic year. 
	How to Apply 
	Obtain an application form (see Part Three) from the divisional office or 
	the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. Submit the completed application to the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. Proposals should include endorsements from departmental and divisional chairs but need not include 
	external letters of support. 
	Notification of Action 
	Notification from the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs will reach you
	within two weeks of the committee meeting. An account will be established for the amount of the the Accounting Office in Bloomington at the request of the IUSB Business Office. When this process has been completed, you wnl receive a copy of Form No. A-118, which will notify you as account manager of the account number and title, purpose of the account, description 
	award.by 

	of expenditures, and ·expiratlon-aate:-Yc)u-wlll-use-the-des1g-n-ateif account-· -~--~----number and title to conduct all business pertaining to this award. 
	-

	.,. 
	w~.. 
	GRANT-IN-AID OF RESEARCfl 
	Purpose/Objective 
	To encourage and assist research, creative work, and the professional 
	development of IUSB faculty. 
	Awards 
	Up to $3,000 for one project. Recipients are expected to seek continuingassistance from sources outside the University. Amaximum of $500 for manuscript preparation, and $750 for research-related travel overseas may be 
	granted. 
	Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for foreign travel. A maximum of ten days will be funded. However, these amounts are not guaranteed as the Committee must balance the demands of a large number of meritorious proposals against a rather limited amount of available funds. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	researc~-related travel, supplies,
	Examples of support include expenses for 

	word processing, typing, and photocopying. 
	Grants-in-aid may be used to support sabbatical projects. They may not be 
	used to support dissertation research, nor to provide salary or supplemental pay to the grant recipient. 
	Because some projects may yield royalties or other income to recipients of these awards, each applicant agrees, as a condition of the award he or she may receive, to repay the University from such personal income whenever it exceeds $100 in any year. Each year that such income exceeds $100, the recipient is obligated to repay to the University one-half of the amount in excess of $~~ until the award is repaid. 
	Grants will not ordinarily be made to fund attendance at professional
	conventions, unless the proposal demonstrates the convention's relevance to 
	the research project. 
	When requesting travel money, the applicant should clearly indicate that 
	c=departmental and-divisional--re~-es-have been=JUrsued=C»" af"e=-Uftavailable. Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one's destinatfon(s) compatible with the proposed schedule of activities. 
	Equipment purchased with grant funds is the-property of IUSB. 
	A transfer of funds from one expense category to another within the granmust be approved in advance by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academi.Affairs
	t 
	c 
	. 

	A grant is to be used within two years. After that deadline unused funds will revert to the campus Research account unless a renewal is requested and 
	approved. 
	Unless other arrangements are made in advance, grants will terminate when their recipients' appointments at IUSB come to an end. Unused funds will 
	revert to the campus Research account. 
	Eligibility 
	All faculty are eligible to apply; adjunct faculty, however, should first direct their applications to the Dean's Adjunct Advisory Committee. 
	< 
	Deadlines 
	Applications are reviewed by the Research and Development Committee several times yearly; deadlines are announced at the start of each academic year. 
	How to Apply
	I 
	Obtain an application form (See Part Three) from the divisional office or the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. Submit the completed application to the Associate Vice Chancellor's office and request that letters of recommendation be sent to the Chair of the Research and DevelopmentCommittee. At least one letter of support should be from someone outside 
	IUSB who is qualified to discuss the proposal's merits. 
	Notification of Action 
	Notification from the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs will reach youwithin two weeks of tbe committee meeting. An account will be established for the amount of the award by the Accounting Office in Bloomington at the request of the IUSB Business Office. When this process has been completed, you will receive a copy of Form No. A-118, which will notify you as account manager of the account number and title, purpose of the account, description of expenditures, and expiration date. You will use the designat
	number and title to conduct all business pertaining to this 

	SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIP 
	Purpose/Objective 
	To enable faculty to devote full time in the summer to research, creative work, or professional development. 
	Awards 
	Currently fellowships are $3,500 before taxes have been withheld. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	ti~ for two summer months to the fellowship 
	Recipients must devote full 

	project. 
	Recipients must continue at IUSB through the academic year following the summer of the award. 
	A Grant in Aid may be utilized to supplement a Fellowship by covering costs of supplies, travel, etc; a separate application must be made for these funds and should be submitted at the same time as the fellowship applicatiDn. 
	Decision Guidelines 
	The Research and Development Committee awards Summer Faculty Fellowships according to the following guidelines: 
	1. The first and most important consideration is the strength of the applicant's proposal, including supporting letters of recommendation, prior record of accomplishment, and prospects for peer-review publication, exhibition, performance, etc. (Note: Of the two required letters of recommendation, the committee attaches special importance to the external letter. Also, the committee finds it nelpful when the internal letter addresses not only the proposed project itself but also the institutional--e. g.,depar
	project.) 
	2. Career development is also taken into account. The committee 
	recognizes an obligation-to-support-younger faculty working-toward-----------? tenure and, in exceptional cases~ mid-career faculty undertaking new research or creative endeavor. 
	/, 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Preference is given to faculty who have not held a Summer Faculty Fellowship in the past two years. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Fellowships are not awarded for summers either before or after the academic year in which a sabbatical leave is taken. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Fellowships are awarded only to faculty who have finished, or will have finished, a full academic year of teaching at IUSB. 


	Eligibility All full-time faculty are eligible to apply. Deadline The application deadline, usually mid-November, is announced at the start of 
	each academic year. How to Apply Obtain an application form (see Part Three) from the divisional office or 
	the Associate Vice-Chancellor's office. Submit the completed application to the Associate Vice-Chancellor's office and request that letters of support be sent to the Chair of the Research and Development Committee. 
	Notification of Action Approximately three weeks after deadline. Pay for the Fellowship will be made by separate check about the middle of May. All Fellowship payments and taxes withheld will be included in the employee's annual W-2 statement. 
	ADJUNCT FACULTY PROFESSIONAL AND TRAVEL GRANT
	S 

	Purpose/Objectiv
	e 

	To encourage and support curriculum development, travel and attendance at professional meetings, and other activities of direct benefit to the individual •s University-related professional development. 
	Award 
	Up to $500 per year. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for foreign travel. 
	Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one•s destination. Auto travel will be reimbursed at the current University rate. 
	A grant is to be used within one year, unless an extension is requested and granted by the Dean•s Adjunct Advisory Committee. 
	Equipment purchased with grant funds is the property of IUSB. 
	Because some project may yield royaJties or other income to the recipients of those awards, each applicant agrees, as a condition of the award he or 
	she may receive,· to repay the University from such personal income whenever 
	it exceeds $100 in any year. Each year that such income exceeds $100, the 
	recipient is obligated to repay to the University one half of the amount in excess of $100 until the award is repaid. 
	When funding is obtained from other sources for projects also supported by
	these IUSB funds, the local award is reduced by an amount equal to the external funds provided. 
	Award recipients should r&port on their current projects at the end of each 
	calendar year to the DAAC. 
	Eligibility 
	An adjunct faculty member must currently teach a minimum of three credits. 
	Applicants are also expected to continue their commitments to IUSB for at 
	least one semester after receiving a grant. 
	Deadlines 
	October 5, February 5, and April 5 
	How to Apply 
	Contact the Director of Personnel and Academic Services (4182) for completeguidelines and application form. 
	--~~-~-~--~-~~-~--~-----
	-
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	LEARNING RESOURCES GRAN
	T 

	Purpose/Objective 
	To support curriculum development or improvement projects through the systemwide Office of Learning Resources. Awards These vary. Restrictions/Conditions Grants may be made for the design, production, or purchase of instructional 
	materials; for consultation pertaining to curricular revision or organization; and for faculty release time, or student assistance for instructional development projects. Grants will not be made in support of travel or the purchase of films. 
	Criteria for evaluating proposals are summarized on the application form. They include the nature of departmental or divisional support, the number of students likely to be reached, and the project's applicability and accessibility to other IU campuses. 
	EligibilitAll faculty, full-and part-time, are eligible to applyDeadlineProposals are accepted at any timeHow to ApplObtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's office
	y 
	. 
	s 
	. 
	y 
	. 

	Submit the completed applfciftfOn;-inCiuding departmental or divisional endorsement, via the Associate Vice Chancellor to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs for a second endorsement. The Associate Vice Chancellor's office will send the proposal to Learning Resources in Bloomington. 
	Notification of ActioWithin one month of submission
	n 
	. 

	PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON THE ARTS AND SCIENCE
	S 

	Purpose/Objective 
	Two programs are available to support intercampus activities in the liberal arts and sciences. 
	Award 
	1) Grants of up to $500 to individual faculty who will conduct teaching or research on another campus within Indiana University. 2) Grants to support collaborative group projects involving three or more IU campuses. 
	Eligibility 
	1) Faculty holding tenured or tenure-track appointments in the liberal arts and sciences at any IU campus.2) Proposals designed to promote faculty interaction in the arts and sciences among three or more campuses. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Applicants must include the following: 
	A brief description of the project, not to exceed two pages.
	Copies of correspondence with host unit, if any.
	Individual applicants should provide a brief letter of endorsement 
	from their department chair and the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Inter-campus collaboration proposals should provide a brief letter of endorsement from chancellors or vice-chancellors of participating campuses. 
	Requests for per diem costs .or other costs not directly related to individual projects will not be funded. 
	Individual recipients will be required to submit a brief report uponcompletion of the project. 
	Deadlines 
	1) Proposa1 s should be received before March 1; ~h~QJect must~-------~-
	----1r1ft1a-ted-fiefore June 302) Proposals may be submitted at any time
	. 
	. 

	------------How to-Apply-------------------------------·------------
	Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's office or the Assistant Chairman of Arts and Sciences. Return the completed application packet with divisional endorsements to the Associate Vice Chancellor who will obtain an endorsement from the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs' and forward it to the Chair of the President's Council on the Arts and Sciences. 
	PRESIDENT S COUNCIL ON THE HUMANITIESMALL GRANT PROGRA
	1
	S 
	M 

	Purpose/Objective 
	To provide seed money for research and development activities by faculty in the humanities. Requests in these categories are considered: 
	--Faculty research which for any reason falls outside of normal grant in aid criteria. 
	--Funds for departmental or program grants (for arranging a scholarly conference, for example, or for starting a research journal). 
	--Seed money for United States travel associated with research. --Publication subsidies (for professional journal or book publication costs, but not reprint costs). 
	11
	11 

	Awards 
	Faculty research less than $1,000 Departmental or program grants: 1 ess than $1,000 
	U.S. research related travel: less than $300 Publication subsidies: less than $1,500 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Highest priority will be given to proposals which: 
	Seek seed money for generating major awards from external sourcesServe more than one campus of the Indiana University systemAre interdisciplinary and career-oriented in character
	. 
	. 
	. 

	Eli gi bil i ty 
	Any faculty member or academic unit may apply
	. 

	Deadlin
	e 

	There are no deadlines; applications are reviewed upon receipt
	. 

	How to Appl
	y 

	Obtain an applicat1on form from the Associate Vice Chancellor•s officeform-t~ -t-he--depanmenta"'--or---di-v-i-stona-1--chair,-theu to -------------the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs via the Associate Vice Chancellorwho will send the completed form to the Office of Learning Resources i
	. 
	Route-the completed 
	
	, 
	n 

	Bloomington
	.

	------------~-~----------------------------~----~---
	IUSB1S representative on the President•s Council may be able to provide helpful advice. Obtain the current member•s name from Learning Resources or the Associate Vice Chancellor. 
	Notification of Action 
	Within one month of submission. 
	PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
	Purpose/Objective To support the research or program development needs of faculty in international studies, and some area studies development, for projects which 
	will contribute to our understanding of other peoples, cultures, and value systems. Awards 
	Under $1,000 for research materials or supplies, including computer timeTravel and per diem to initiate or complete researchBook (monograph) publication subsidies no larger than $1,000Up to $500 for area program development grants
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 

	Restrictions/Conditions Highest priority will be given to projects which: Serve as seed money to generate larger grants, awards, or fellowships.Help younger scholars establish their reputations.Link individuals across two or more I.U. campuses.
	Serve as seed money to generate area studies program research development. Eligibility Tenured or tenure-track faculty members and librarians are eligible to apply. Deadline Applications are reviewed upon receipt. How to Apply Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's office. 
	Return the completed form with letters of endorsement from departmental and divisional chairs to the Associate Vice Chancellor, who submits it to the Dean of International Programs. 
	Notification of Action -~~------~~--A-p~proximate1Yslxweeks after submission of application. 
	·------~~---~---
	-

	..------------··
	PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
	SMALL GRANT PROGRAM 
	Purpose/Objective 
	To provide seed money for research and development activities of faculty in the social sciences. Requests in these categories are considered: 
	--Faculty research expenses (for-example, equipment) which do not fit normal grant in aid criteria. --Funds for departmental or program grants (for arranging a scholarly conference, for example, or for starting a research 
	journal). --Seed money .. for United States travel associated with research. --Publication subsidies (for professional journal or book 
	11

	publication costs, but not reprint costs). 
	Awards 
	Awards 
	Awards 

	Faculty research: Departmental or program grants:U.S. research related travel: 
	Faculty research: Departmental or program grants:U.S. research related travel: 
	less than $1,000less than $1,000 less than $300 

	Publication subsidies: 
	Publication subsidies: 
	less than $1,500 

	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Restrictions/Conditions 


	Highespriority will be given to proposals which: Seek seed money for generating larger sources of research support Serve more than one campus of the Indiana University system. 
	t 

	Are interdisciplinary and career-oriented in character. Eligibility Any faculty member, librarian, or academic unit may apply. Deadline There are no deadlines; applications are reviewed upon receipt. How to Apply o~f!_!f~i~ce~•._______ 
	Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chancellor's 

	Route the completed form to the departmental or divi~ional chair, then to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs via the Associate Vice Chancellor, who will send the completed form to the Office of Learning Resources in 
	~looming~-~-------------------------------------------
	IUSB's representative on this Council may be able to provide helpful advice. Obtain the current member's name from Learning Resources or the Associate Vice Chance11 or • 
	. 
	Notification of Action 
	submis~ion. 
	Within one month of 

	UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FUND 
	Purpose/Objective 
	Funds are allocated in order to facilitate and encourage research within the 
	University. 
	Awards 
	Thamount varies. 
	e 

	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Ththree general principles guiding awards of Research Fund monies are as 
	e 

	follows: 
	1
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	The Fund is a source of short-term research and development support with preference given to those requests designed to stimulate external funding. Long term institutional commitments should be sought from 

	other sources. 

	2
	2
	. 

	Requests for support of items that normally can be budgeted throughother University sources (e.g., Research Incentive Program, ProjectDevelopment Program, Grants in Aid, Summer Faculty Fellowships, the General Fund, etc.) should not be directed to the Research Fund. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Awards are a reflection of overall University priorities. Applications must be accompanied by support documents from the appropriate administrative unit(s) on the originating campus. 


	Support is normally limited to: 
	1
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	seed support for faculty.and staff research which will assist in 

	generating external support. 

	2
	2
	. 

	seed support for the initiation of research in unestablished areas, interdisciplinary projects, new institutes, centers and programs.Support will be provided for expenses directly related to research, but 


	not for general operating expenses. 
	-~----~--_!~_und_~rw_ritin_g_ of s~lec;:ted projects for which su_ppQtl__~~LI;>_~en virtq~l_!_'l_.,___y__ assured and for which no expenditures from the Research Fund are anticipated. Underwriting is a mechanism to permit appropriate advance commitments to be made before receipt of actual grants. Upon receipt of 
	--------------fundi-nq,-the---e6111Bi-tment is automatically cancelled--. --
	4
	4
	4
	. 

	matching funds required by external funding agencies for equipment uponrecommendation from the originating campus administration. The Research Fund may provide a maximum of 50 percent of the required matching funds. The remaining portion is to be provided by the campus. 

	5
	5
	. 

	support for exceptional expenses for outstanding new faculty. In 


	general, these exceptional expenses are of an emergency nature and were 
	general, these exceptional expenses are of an emergency nature and were 
	incapable of anticipation when the annual budget for the unit was determined. Approval should be obtained prior to the time such commitments are made. The campus is expected to contribute substantially toward these exceptional expenses. 

	interim project support when external grant funds are interrupted for a 
	short period of time. 
	7portions of the University's obligation on NSF Instructional Scientific Equipment Program (ISEP) and NSF Comprehensive Assistance to Undergraduate Science Education (CAUSE) projects. 
	. 

	Awards normally will not include: 
	a
	a
	a
	. 

	library acquisitions and cataloging of library and museum collections 

	b
	b
	. 

	student research 

	c
	c
	. 

	covering overdrafts 

	d
	d
	. 

	multi-year support 

	e
	e
	. 

	conference support 

	f
	f
	. 

	publication subsidies 

	g
	g
	. 

	faculty salaries 

	h
	h
	. 

	equipment not related to 4 or 5 above 

	i
	i
	. 

	support for non-research projects except those listed in 7 above 


	Extraordinary circumstances may require that applications which would normally be excluded by the above criteria can still be considered; supporting documentation must state explicitly why the exception to normal 
	funding criteria is being requested. 
	Eligibility 
	Alfaculty, staff and graduate students are eligible to apply. 
	l 

	Deadlines 
	Proposals are submitted when they are received by the Associate Vice 
	Chancellor for Academic Affairs-· 
	. 

	HEWLETT SUMMER DEVELOPMENT GRANT
	S 

	Purpose/Objective A summer development grant will be awarded to one faculty member on each IU 
	campus other than Bloomington to conduct international studies related 
	research or intensive language or area studies course work in Bloomington. 
	Award 
	$2,000 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	All projects must focus squarely on international studies. 
	A brief project proposal, which might include the value of the proposed
	activity to the university, and a vita should be submitted. 
	Deadline 
	Usually March 
	How to Apply 
	Submit proposal and vita to the Associate Vice Chancellor who will forward 
	it to the Dean of International Programs. 
	~------~-~-~-~~---~-------~----~~-----------~
	-
	INTERNATIONAL VISITORS EXCHANGE 
	Purpose/Objective To provide funds for speakers who visit Indiana University to participate in 
	lecture series and conferences. 
	Restrictions/Conditions In most cases, applicants must have cooperating sponsorship of other 
	departments, schools, or campuses in the university. 
	How to Apply 
	Applications must be submitted through the Director of International 
	Programs. 
	OVERSEAS CONFERENCE FUND 
	Purpose/Objective 
	To provide funds toward travel expenses associated with invited attendance at international conferences. 
	Awards 
	Grants of $500 will be made to each recipient, which may be used to offset travel costs only. No support will be given for conferences held in the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, or Hawaii. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Applications are evaluated by a faculty committee according to the following criteria: 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	The conference must be international in purpose anparticipation
	d 
	;


	2
	2
	. 

	Applicants must hold tenured or tenure-track appointments; 

	3
	3
	. 

	Applicants must demonstrate that attendance at the conference will improve their capabilities in teaching, research, or service. 


	The Committee gives preference to applicants who are giving a competitive or invited paper, or performing some other highly visible role at the conference. 
	The Committee gives some preference to faculty or librarians who are at an early stage in their academic careers, and also to those who have not received support in the past. Individuals are limited to one award everythree years. 
	Deadline 
	Application DeadlinAnnouncement of Award 
	e 

	_May 1 ____ ___ ··-.. June .. 1. --· _ October 1 November 1 February 1 March 1 
	_ 

	Because funds are very limited, late applications cannot be considered
	. 

	Hoto Appl
	w 
	y 

	Obtain an application form from the Associate Vice Chan~ellcrr_'_~_J>ifi~E!·_ ··----·--Send the ccimpletea-applfC:ation-rorm with-supporting ma-terials to youChairperson, so that the Chairperson's evaluation form may be completedThe Chairperson should complete the form and forward it and your applicatioto the Office of International Programs in Bloomington with a copy to thAssociate Vice Chancellor's office
	
	r 
	.
	n 
	e 
	. 

	INDIANA CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMCURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT GRANT
	S 
	S 

	Purpose/Objective 
	To encourage and support development of innovative undergraduate curriculum materials on subjects of an international/intercultural character. If possible, work undertaken should have applicability on other campuses. 
	Awards 
	Up to $1,000. 
	Restrictions/Conditions 
	Applicants must include the following items in the order listed: 
	Description of the projectStatement of preliminary workAn itemized budgetA one-page curriculum vitaeA letter from the appl1cant's immediate supervisor
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 

	ICIP curriculum development grants generally may not be used to fund foreigntravel, rentals, released faculty time, or the acquisition of nonreproducible materials. 
	Recipients must file a written report with the Executive Director of ICIP within one year of the award. 
	Recipient is expected to share the results of this work with ICIP member institutions. 
	Eligibility 
	Any faculty member teaching undergraduate courses, full or part time, at an ICIP member institution is eligible. 
	Deadlines 
	Application Deadline Announcement of Awards March AprilAugust September 
	How to Apply 
	Contact the ICIP representative, Dr. Asghar Sabbaghi (4387), for complete guidelines and application material. 
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	INDIANA VNIVERSITY/IUSInterdepartmental Communicatio
	B 
	n 

	TO: All faculty FROM: Ellen L. Maher PHONE: 4181 Acting Asst. Vice Chancellor DEPT: DEPT: Academic Affairs 
	SUBJ: GRANTLINE/ONLINE DATE: May 24, 1989 
	Grantline/Online is an Indiana University data base for external funding sources. The following brief instructions should be enough to get you started. If you have questions, feel free to call me (4181) or use the electronic message service on the GOLD VAX. 
	Wb~:t. yo.u n_~~d :tQ -~CGe~~L.G:r.antlil)e/Online 
	In order to access Grantline/Online, you need your AlE account username and password I ever~·one received these in January, 1989), and a terminal or microcomputer capable of connecting to the IU Network. 
	If you are using a terminal, it must be connected to the DCA switching equipment. If on start-up you see a menu that asks you to ''enter system name or return for menu~~ you have a DCA-connected terminal. If you connect immediately to the Prime, you do not. 
	If you are·using a microcomputer and modem, you also need a communications software package, preferably IU-TALKD or PROCOMM, both available from !USB Computer Services. (IUTalkd is slightly simpler to use, but you will need to use Procomm if you want to download files to your micro). 
	The following instructions assume that you know how to operate your terminal or micro and that you have at least minimal familiarity with the communications software you ~re using. 
	(;~t.t.~_n.g __:i..r.rt.9 __ :th~___G;r~p.:tJ._tll_~_LOI!l il!~---d~t.a_P.~~.~: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Log onto the GOLD VAX system. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Go through the following menu choices: 

	(7) 
	(7) 
	(7) 
	Academic Support <ENTER> 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Research and Graduate Development <ENTER> 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Grantline/Online <ENTER> 




	or, instead of these three steps, 
	Type: Grantline <ENTER> at the first prompt when the AlE top menu comes up. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	You will get an introductory screen; after reading it, follow the menu instructions to EXIT. (That just means exitin~ that screen, not the Grantline package.) 

	4. 
	4. 
	From the menu displayed next, choose the primary basis on which you wish to do your search. Most often, this will be Subject Code, one of a long list of subject areas such as AR (Arts, General) or AR-MUS-COMP (Musical Composition). You will find a complete listing of Grantline subject codes in your divisional office, on library reserve, and in Academic Affairs. (Other code lists are relatively brief and are displayed as menu choices onscreen.) 


	'i< 
	Grantline will report the number of entries fittin~ the search criterion you have specified. lf the number is lar~e, you specifyin~ secondary and tertiary searchin~ keys (e.g., funding type). 
	may want to narrow the search by 

	5. Follow the menu instructions on the screen to view the entries selected, save them to a file, download them, or print them out. (The easiest way to ~et printed output is to send it to the !USB Computer Services printer and to pick up your output there at a later time, but it is also possible to download to your micro and print it yourself.) 
	The instructions above are bare-bones, enou~h to ~et you started. You may obtain somewhat more detailed instructions from Computer Services or Academic Affairs. Happy huntin~! 
	P.S. Once you have identified prospective funding sources, it mi~ht be a ~ood idea to check with me or Billie Kalberer (4181) to see whether there is further information on file (brochures, announcements, application forms, contacts, past experience with the a~ency, etc.) Also, don't forget to check in along the way, to avoid last-minute problems about routin~, necessary approvals, and the like. 
	Office of Sponsored ProgramIndiana University-Purdue University at Indianapoli
	s 
	s 

	Organizing the Grant RequestAn Exercise in Thoughtful Persuasio
	: 
	n 

	An articulate, well organized, and succinct presentation is a very effective means of Lringing one person to another's point of view. In the cnse of proposal writing, this must be accomplished by the wr i ttPn page. Whitt is written, therefore, must stand on i.ts own at tht• t iml• of jml).!;mt•n t. 'J'o this end, organizational tuct is an essenU a 1 ingredient. 
	Review panelists are human beings. They are susceptible tc the sub
	tleties of thoughtful persuasion. To ignore this aspect of proposal writing is to hinder the courtship between good ideas and financial support. 
	Funding agencies do not always provide well defined guidelines. The following information is generally basic for preparation of any successful proposal. Even though every item may not be specifically required by a particular agency, it is usually looked for by the review panelists either consciously or subconsciously. For example; one of the most obvious features anticipated in a grant request but which is not always required in a distinct section of its own is emphasis upon the potential significance of t
	If the use of literature references becomes necessary, the number of 
	citations should be maintained at an essential minimum. Literature 
	cited may be referenced within the narrative (e.g., Jones2 did this 
	in 1918) , and should be recorded in a "References" section of the 
	proposal. 
	In general, the entire proposal should be single spaced on standard 8~ x 11 inch paper using a large easily read type. Careful alignment of items on a page (organization of lists, charts, illustrations, paragraph placement and spacing) will contribute· to clarity ·of expression and a positive visual impact. One, to one and one-half inch · margins should be used throughout. Double space between paragraphs ami i tPtris presented in list form. Beginning with the introduction, ('ilt'h S(•(•t ion should [ullow 
	ICover Sheet (or Face Sheet) 
	. 

	This should be the first (un-numbered) page and contain the following information clearly identified in itemized form. 
	AProject title 
	. 

	BProject director's naml\cademjc ranSc~hool or divisio
	. 
	e 
	k 
	n 

	C . MaiLi llg uddrl'Sll. Office phone nuinbe1:. Home phone number (only if requested
	C . MaiLi llg uddrl'Sll. Office phone nuinbe1:. Home phone number (only if requested
	C . MaiLi llg uddrl'Sll. Office phone nuinbe1:. Home phone number (only if requested
	H 
	r 
	) 


	F
	F
	. 

	au~pices the work will be performed 
	Name and address of institution under whose 


	G
	G
	. 

	Project duration: anticipated start-up date and final date of project 

	H
	H
	. 

	Total project (dollar) request 

	I
	I
	. 

	Project director's signature 

	J
	J
	. 

	Name, title, and signature of person authorized to sign for the institution 

	K
	K
	. 

	Name, title, and address of person to whom checks should be sent 


	II. Abstract 
	Regin this page with the project title as the centered heading. 
	/\n abstract of from one to three paragraphs in length and limited to no more than one-half page should appear following the cover page. The abstract should be succinct, providing the reviewer with a clear overview of the project, including its intended outcomes. 
	Following the last paragraph, the total dollar amount requested 
	anthe project duration dates should be identified. These may 
	d 

	·c .. 
	be-itemized-in-list--form--a-t-the-left:-ofc-the page. _ 
	Nothing else should appear on this page. 
	III. Index 
	Limit the -index to a single page or less, located on the pagefollowing the abstract. A list of all major sections of the narrative should be presented. · 
	Jf an outline style is used throughout the narrative, identify each division of the index accordingly. Section identifications should be placed to the left of each major heading; page numbers 
	should be located to the right.-----------·--
	-

	The inclusion of an index is only necessary if the narrative portion of the proposal is more than five or six pages in length. 
	-2
	Introduction 
	Make the introduction a brief summary of the problem, proposed 
	method of solution, and anticipated outcomes. This section 
	should be limited to one-half page (a full page is the absolute 
	maximum). Denote this as page one, placing the number at the 
	center of the bottom margin. Subsequent pages should be numbered 
	consecutively in this manner throughout the proposal. 
	~tutement of the Problem 
	Precisely define the problem to be solved. This should be a 
	lucid analysis, leaving no doubt in the reviewer's mind that a real problem does indeed exist. The reviewer must be motivated to read further with great interest to see if a rational solution 
	has been proposed. This section should contain documentation 
	only if it will help to "build a case." 
	VI. Objectives 
	This section should itemize the anticipated outcomes of the study-not what the project director intends to do or the areas to be researched. It should be brief and introduced by a statement such as "As a result of this project, the following objectives will have been attained" followed by a listing of specific anticipated results. This section normally should not exceed one-half page. Objectives should be presented in a numbered list, double spacing between items. 
	VII. Proposed Solution (or Method of Procedure) 
	This may be the longest section of the narrative. It should contain explicit statem~nts clearly defining the methods by which the problem can be solved. A logical step-by-step procedure time~ table should be presented. Discreet use of professionally drawn and labeled diagrams, charts, graphs, maps, milestone charts, etc., should be included where they will aid the reviewer. This section should be so clearly presented that no ·question remains as to the project director's ability to relate the problem to its
	should be outlined in chronological sequence. A project 

	·This section should <~onvince the reviewer that the project personnel, proposed methods, and available facilities provide the best possible conditions for solving the existing problem. 
	==:c._----~·· 
	-3
	VIII. Rationale 
	presente~ which demonstrates beyond any doubt that the solution to the problem as proposed is both logical and deserving of financial support. The writer should anticipate questions which have not already been addressed in the preceding sections but which may arise in the mind of the reviewer. Design this section so that it demonstrates an awareness of the questions which might be asked by a review panel. Pretend that "you are there." Get right to the point. Don't ramble. This is the writer's last chance t
	A well developed argument must be 

	IX. References 
	Include this section only if literature has been cited in the. preceding narrative. When recording references, any acceptable bibliographic method may be used. A numbered list is recommended. 
	X~ Staff 
	All senior projectstaff should be clearly identified, with primary emphasis upon the project director. Only professional accomplishments relevant to the project should be included. Items of a more general nature should be reserved for inclusion in an appendix. Resum~s should be limited to approximately one six or eight-line paragraph unless vitae forms are provided. The project director's" res~ may be slightly longer, if necessary. . 
	XI. Facilities 
	Describe the facilities in which~he project will be housed. ~oint out the particular assets and advantages the quarters have over any other location. ·Where specialized equipment, ··library . materials, computer capabilities, and other local resources are available, emphasize their accessability. Relate these items to specific project needs assuring the reviewer that the best possible physical facilities and supporting equipment are to be used in conducting the project. 
	XII.· Evaluation 
	Increasingly, funding agencies are requesting data in the form of post-project reports which demonstrate the degree to which project ohjet!tives have been met. A proposal should include an outline of 
	i nh•udPd evaluution it•cJmiques, including the de-velopment of 
	spPt' i.u.l tl'sting Jnstrwnents lf necessary, and the conditions under 
	-4-
	h the evaluation will take place. Quantitative data, rather be the result. 
	As this section is often difficult to define in the pre-proposal stages of a project, it is often one of the most poorly written. ~f a pro~arefully defined plans for evaluating project success. As it is a some
	A reviewer can become very impressed with the integrity 
	ject and its director by reading a proposal containing 

	what rare experience for a reviewer to encounter a well defined 
	and ''tangible" plan of evaluation, this section has the potential 
	for becoming that "something extra'' which puts the proposal ahead 
	of thothers in the race for the prize. 
	e 

	If subsequent grant requests for the continuation of this project 
	in future years are anticipated, the data collected as a result 
	of this section will be invaluable. It will be instrumental in 
	validating the success of the initial grant, thus reinforcing 
	through documentation any statements in this regard that may be 
	made in future proposals. 
	XIIIBudget (Double space between major divisions; single space between line items within each division) 
	. 

	A good reviewer can tell as much about the proposed project from the budget as from any other part of the narrative. The budget should be as clear and precise as possible. No ambiguities should exist. A budget should be divided into several large categories, with subcategories identified where necessary. Each item represented by a dollar figure may be identified by.a sequential number appearing at the left of the item. This may be especially helpful when budgets are lengthy and numerous items must be refer
	~o the following should be used. Establish logical categories remembering that an "other" category can pick up the "misfits." 
	An organization similar 

	Personnel 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Director: percent tim$ x,xxx 
	e 


	2. 
	2. 
	Staff Assistants: percent timxx,xxx 
	e 


	3. 
	3. 
	Secretarial: percent timx,xxx 
	e 


	4. 
	4. 
	Total Salaries and Wagexx,xxx 
	s 


	5. 
	5. 
	Fringe BenefitXXX 
	s 


	6. 
	6. 
	Total Salaries, Wages, and Benefit$xx,xxx 
	s 



	Consultants 
	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	Feex,xxx 
	s 


	8. 
	8. 
	Travex,xxx 
	l 


	9. 
	9. 
	Totaxx,xxx 
	l 



	-5
	Supplies and I:xpenses 
	10. Office Supplies 
	$ 
	x,xxx 

	1.1 • 'l'elephmw (long-distance only) 
	1.1 • 'l'elephmw (long-distance only) 
	XXX 

	12. Dupl Jcatin~ I ::3. Ma Llin
	x,xx
	x 

	g 

	XXIll. Laboratory r:xpendables 
	X 
	XX
	X 


	15. Total Supplies and Expenses 
	$xx,xxx 

	Equipment 
	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	Office Equipment 
	x,xxx


	17. 
	17. 
	Laboratory Equipment 
	XX 
	2
	XXX 


	18. 
	18. 
	Total Equipment 


	xx,xxx 
	Travel 
	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	Staff Travel 

	20. 
	20. 
	Total Travel 


	XXX 
	XXX 
	XXX 

	Space and Remodeling 
	21. 
	21. 
	21. 
	Office Rental 


	xx,xxx
	22. 
	22. 
	Laboratory Renovation 
	XX 
	2
	XXX 


	23. 
	23. 
	Total Space and Remodeling 
	xx,xxx 


	Other 
	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	Reference Materials 

	25. 
	25. 
	Publication Costs 


	XXX 
	x,xxx
	26. 
	26. 
	Computer 

	X2XXX 
	27. Total· 
	X2XXX 
	28 .. Project Cost 
	xx,xxx
	29. Indirect Cost 
	X1XXX 
	30. Total Project Cost 
	~XX1XXX 
	,·'-, 
	x·1 V. lhtdgPt J:xpJunat:ion 
	'l'h is section could ulso"-be called the "budget justification.It 1ts 
	IJJ.tl'pose is to <.~xplain und justify each nonolJviom; lJudgl!t item I'Pqtwstcd. By showing or explaining. the derivation of each itE'm 
	wh ieh might not be· inmediately obvious, no question will 
	I'emn.in 

	as to how it was derived and why it was included. 
	Absolute consistency should exist throughout the entire proposal, but should be especially apparent when the objectives, budget,· and budget explanation are compared. 
	For convenience, each budget item explained should be identified 
	acco.rding to the same category and line identification assigned 
	to that item on the budget page. 
	'J'Iw consecutive vage number•ing system used throughout the proposal should conclude at the .end of this section. 
	-h
	Appendices 
	The appendices of any proposal should contain only information which helps to reinforce the basic argument set forth in the narrative. They should provide supplemental data which normally would seem logical to include in the narrative in the first place, but in respect of the reviewer's desire for brevity has been appended. Such items as expanded resum~s, copies of letters pertinent to the project, and evaluative data generated by previous projects should be included in individual appendices when necessary
	Identify each appendix alphabetically (e.g., Appendix A, Appendix B, etc.) in the top right hand corner of the first page. The pages within each appendix should be numbered in the same manner as the preceding narrative. A new numbering sequence should start with each appendix. Center the appendix title on the first page. 
	Although not a common request, some agencies find that the use of colored stock for the appendices (as opposed to white for the basic proposal) is of assistance during the review process. This technique is optional. 
	List the appendix designation and titles in the index. 
	-7
	Research and Sponsored Programs Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis 
	The Agency Inquiry: Some Suggestions 
	It is valuable to establish direct personal contact with a funding agency during the early stages of planning a grant request. Several purposes will be accomplished. These include: 
	lEstablishing whether or not the agency is the best agency to which the proposal should be submitted. 
	. 

	2
	2
	2
	. 

	Establishing an early personal acquaintance and working relationship with the agency staff member(s) who will become most closely associated with the proposed project. This avoids the natural consequences of the nDear Sirn letter. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Obtaining at the outset, the guidelines for the program under which the proposal will be submitted. 


	If a personal visit by either the principal investigator or a representative is not possible, an initial written inquiry adhering to the following format is suggested. 
	lSubmit a letter (one page maximum) addressed to a specific person containing the following features: 
	. 

	ATitle of proposed project 
	. 

	BBrief description; maximum of several sentences 
	. 

	CRequest for an assessment of an attached project summary with emphasis upon the appropriateness of submitting the final proposal to the agency 
	. 

	DStatement informing the reader that they will be contacted by phone on a given date regarding their assessment of the project overview; allow 10-14 days following receipt of the letter 
	. 

	ERequest guidelines for submitting a proposal to the specific program in question; if it turns out that these materials are not applicable to the immediate project, they may contribute toward the development of future projects 
	. 

	FNo reference to the anticipated cost of the project. (Don't detract from the basic purpose of the inquiry.) 
	. 

	2Attach an overview of the anticipated project: optimum, two pages; maximum, four pages. Be as precise as possible using an outline form. Include the following features: 
	. 

	OVER 
	AProject title: limit to 53 letters and spaces 
	. 

	BDuration: inclusive dates of project 
	. 

	CIntroduction: brief paragraph clearly stating the problem 
	. 

	DObjectives: itemize 
	. 

	EProposed solution: brief narrative 
	. 

	FMethod(s) of implementation: consistency with items C, D, and E above should-be obvious 
	. 

	GRationale: this should be a concise yet strong defense of the project emphasizing why it is legitimate and why the proposed solution is the best one possible; such factors as time, location, staff, and facilities should be incorporated 
	. 

	HStaff: emphasize competency to conduct the project 
	. 

	IFacilities: emphasize specialized equipment, location, etc. 
	. 

	JBudget: realistic reference to anticipated cost; detailed budget unnecessary; omit entirely if uncertain 
	. 

	The office of Research and Sponsored Programs is prepared to assist in the development of this or any other aspect of a grant request. 
	RSP: 9/1/7
	5 

	CHECKLIST: IUSB GRANT PROCEDURES 
	Identify appropriate grant agency or agencies for proposed activity 
	(consult directories, sourcebooks, grant administrators and 
	officers). Obtain RFP's (Requests for Proposals) and Grant Guidelines. 
	D 

	Check special requirements, fiscal limits, deadlines. 
	D. Assemble WOrk group --those who will be involved in grant activity-
	11
	11

	both on and off-campus -(if applicable). Arrive at consensus: 
	both on and off-campus -(if applicable). Arrive at consensus: 
	both on and off-campus -(if applicable). Arrive at consensus: 

	scope, size, time, activities, responsibilities, obligations. 
	scope, size, time, activities, responsibilities, obligations. 

	~
	~
	Sketch out tentative time-line and a concept statement or abstract of 

	TR
	project. 

	~
	~
	Prepare Grant Application Draft. 

	TR
	1 .. Refine time-line 

	TR
	2. Write narrative: briefly address grantor's key questions. 

	TR
	Outline and highlight major objectives, activities, and 

	TR
	evaluative mechanisms for easy reference. 

	TR
	3. Prepare budget, budget narrative to explain allocations, and 

	TR
	calculate matching funds (if applicable) and indirect costs. 

	TR
	Refer to IU rates and guidelines for fringe benefits, 

	TR
	travel, and indirect cost figures. Double-check these with 

	TR
	the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs' office 

	TR
	or the Business Offic~ if--necessary. 

	TR
	4. Refine project abstract. 

	TR
	5. Prepare title page. 

	~
	~
	Obtain letters of support. 

	TR
	Send abstract, time-line, and deadline to individuals or groups 

	TR
	involved, who might benefit from project, and/or who can attest to 

	TR
	principal investigator's competence and excellence. 


	Show draft of grant to department and/or division chair for comments and review. ~Prepare University Route Sheet and Administrative Digest (see attached). ~Review budget and Administrative Digest with the rUSS Business Office. ~Prepare final copy of proposal, with Route Sheet and Administrative Digest affixed on top. ~Route through department and/or division chair for signature. Submit to the russ Business Office for signature. 
	D 
	Send to the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs with 
	D 
	appropriate copies as required by grant guidelines and IUSB requirements. 
	NOTECount back from deadline to establish your own internal deadlines. bud~et should be approved at least two weeks in advance of grant deadline. Grant should be given to the Associate Vice Chancellor's office for final processing at least 10 days before grant deadline. This will allow time to prepare any special cost waiver or endorsement forms which may be required. Grant must leave russ campus for Bloomington no later than one week prior to grant deadline. Letters of support should accompany grant, if po
	: 
	Grant 

	INDIAL'tA UNIVERSITY AT SOtml BEND 
	ROUTE SHEET FOR EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT 
	Submit three file copies and ___copies to be To b~ postmarked no later than -------------sent to: OR To be received by agency no later than
	Agency:_________________________________ 
	t)! .. , .. ,.{!, ~ 
	TO BE RECEIVED BY ASSOCIATE ~EAN OF FA~I~S OFFICE TEN DAYS BEFORE DEADLINE 
	Account Supervisor Title Dept./Div. Soc. Sec. No.
	Name 
	Project Director Title--if applicable--Dept./Div. Soc. Sec. No.
	Name 
	Project Title._______________________~----------------------------------------------
	-

	Amount Requested from Agency: Duration To.___________________ 
	Type of Proposal: Brief layman's description of project: New Renewal of Award No. ---~Other -----
	---~

	----~Revision of proposal dated~---------
	-

	Nature of Project: ---~Research On Campus _____T.eaching ----Off Campus Other 
	Special Needs. Does this project require: _____Use of human subjects? 
	----~Additional space? Remodeling?_----~Audio Visual Services_____C.omputer services
	_ 
	? 
	? 

	----~Laboratory animals----~Library servicesIndirect cost waiver? Chancellor's letter attache
	? 
	? 
	d

	----:.
	Tuition waivers or fee remissions? 
	---~ 
	---~Matching funds? Source Approved by ___~------~----~---------(Account Number) (Account Manager) 
	-

	APPROVALS: DATE
	Account Manager _________________________________________________ 
	Chairperson(s)______________________________________________
	~ 
	Business Office~------~--------------------------------------Associate ~;;.. 6·£. "Fa-ftii'ii~1;.______________________ 
	-

	•'J< :'·. 
	~~-:~,F~~~iti~s ''" .Chancellor_____________________________________________________
	. 
	_ 

	Contract Administration.____________________________________________ 
	Date mailed to agency (to be completed by Contract Administration)______________________ 
	ALSO INCLUDE ONE COPY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE DIGEST INFORMATION FOR
	M 

	ADMINISTRATIVE DIGEST INFORMATIOINDIANA UHIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEN
	N 
	D 

	Project Title: 
	Department/Division=--------------------------------------------------------------
	Account Manager: 
	Agency: 
	$____
	Total Funds requested from agency: 
	PllOPOSED BUDGET 
	Salaries &Wages 
	$____
	Academic appointments (2000Part-time instruction (2300Administrative staff (2400
	) 
	) 
	) 

	$____
	Subtotal (~thly salariesClerical (2500Wages (3000
	) 
	) 
	) 

	Subtotal (bi-weekly salaries &wages) 
	$____
	Total salaries and wages 
	Supplies and expenses (4000-5000) Computer service (4015) Student fees (4070) Fringe benefits (5600-5700) Travel (6000) Capital equipment (7000) Library books (7100) 
	Indirect cost (5500) 
	$____
	Total proposed budget 
	List below all 2000-level personnel whose salaries and wages are included in proposed budget 
	Position Rank Duration -------··-~ -------...J 
	--
	~-----
	------
	,--

	Pert;inent information in the grant document and the budget approved by the granting agency will be entered into the University accounting records. All expenditures charged to the grant must comply with Indiana University regulations unless a more restrictive regulation is imposed by the granting agency. When deviations in budget. time or procedure appear necessary. contact Cont_ract Administration for direction. 
	~RANTSGRANTS IN AID OF RESEARCH, AND SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIP
	GUIDELINES GOVERNING !USB CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
	, 
	S 

	1
	1
	1
	. 

	Footnote recognition of the source of support should be provided in anypublication resulting from a project supported by these awards. 

	2
	2
	. 

	Award recipients are requested to provide the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs' office with copies of whatever publications or announcements of presentations or performances result from these grants. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Award recipients are requested to report on their current projects at the end of each calendar year. 


	GUIDELINES APPLYING ONLY TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENGRANTS AND GRANTS IN AID OF RESEARC
	T 
	H 

	1
	1
	1
	. 

	Curriculum Development awards and Grants in Aid of Research may not ordinarily be used for attendance at professional conventions. 

	2
	2
	. 

	Lodging may be reimbursed up to its actual cost. The amount allowed for meals per day is $24 within the U.S. and $30 for fore1gn travel. A maximum of ten days will be funded. However, these amounts are not guaranteed as the Committee must balance the demands of a large number of meritorious pr.oposals against a rather limited amount of available funds. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Travel costs should not exceed the least expensive direct air fare to one's destination(s) compatible with the proposed schedule of activities. 

	4
	4
	. 

	Equipment purchased with grant funds is the property of IUSB. 


	5A transfer of funds from one expense category to another within the grant must be approved in advance by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 
	. 

	6
	6
	6
	. 

	A grant is to be used within two years. After that deadline unused funds will revert to the campus Curriculum Development or Research account unless a renewal is requested and approved. 

	7
	7
	. 

	Unless other arrangements are made in advance, grants will terminate when their recipients' appointments at IUSB come to an end. Unused funds will revert to the campus Curriculum Development or Research account. 

	8
	8
	. 

	Because some Grant in Aid projects may yield royalties or other income to recipients of those awards, each applicant agrees, as a condition of the award he or she may receive, to repay the University from such personalincome whenever it exceeds $100 in any year. Each year that such income exceeds $100, the recipient is obligated to repay to the University onehalf of the amount in excess of $100 until the award is repaid. 

	9
	9
	. 

	When funding is obtained from other sources for projects also supported bythese IUSB funds, the local award is reduced by an amount equal to the external funds provided. 


	GUIDELINES APPLYING ONLY TO SUMMER FACULTY FELLOWSHIP
	S 

	1
	1
	1
	. 

	Recipients are expected to devote full time for at least two months during the summer to the project proposed. They may not hold anyteaching or other service-rendering appointments during this period. 

	2
	2
	. 

	Recipients must continue at !USB through the academic year following the summer of the award. If the recipient does not remain at IUSB, the amount of the award must be repaid. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Recipients are encouraged to seek additional funds to supplement the Summer Faculty Fellowship award. If a recipient succeeds in obtaining outside funds for personal income to support a project, however, the total stipend permitted--including the Fellowship--is limited to 20% of the previous academic year•s salary. 

	4
	4
	4
	. 

	The Payroll Department will make the following deductions for federal and state income taxes, local option taxes, and (FICA) as applicable: 

	1
	1
	1
	. 

	Federal income tax will be withheld at a standard rate of 15%. 

	2
	2
	. 

	Indiana Gross Income Tax will (normally) be withheld at the rate of 3.4%~ 

	3
	3
	. 

	For TIAA/CREF participants, until the maximum contribution is reached, FICA taxes will be deducted and the (campus) will be billed for the employer•s share at the rate of 7.51%. 




	All (Fellowship} payments and taxes withheld will be incorporated in the employee•s annual W-2 statement. 
	Pay for (the Fellowship) will be made by separate check and will not be combined with the employee•s regular payroll check. 
	IUSB RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 
	Name 
	Unit 
	Award Sought Swmner Faculty Grant in Aid Curriculum DevelopFellowship of Research ment Proposal 
	Project Title 
	Project 
	Abstract 
	Amount . Sought 
	Recommendation(two, one owhich should bfrom outsidIUSB
	s 
	f 
	e 
	e 
	) 

	Attach curriculum vita and narrative responding to these questions: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	What is the project intended to accomplish ( objectives; significance)? 

	2. 
	2. 
	What activities are planned? *3. What will project activities cost? (Be as detailed and precise as possible.) 


	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	What qualifications do you bring to the position of project director? 

	5. 
	5. 
	What previous IUSB awards have you received; what resulted from those projects· 

	6. 
	6. 
	What efforts are underway to obtain additional funding for this project? 


	*Omit for fellowship application 
	INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BENRESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTE
	D 
	E 

	Grant or Fellowship Progress Report 
	Recipient's Name Department/Division Type of Award______________________________________________________ 
	Date of Award {semester, yearProject Title__________________________________________________ _
	) 
	_ 

	Signature Dat
	e 

	Please complete this form, using additional pages as needed, and send to the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, with copies for your divisional and departmental heads. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Description of grant-supported activities. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Summary of expenses {not required for fellowships). 


	over 
	-2
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Were you able to complete the project? Describe any difficulties youhad, or changes from what had been planned. 

	4
	4
	4
	. 

	Did, or will, the project result in a specific product -a manuscript, composition, syllabus, etc.? If so, please describe and indicate state 

	of development. 

	5
	5
	. 

	Could !USB have assisted your project in any additional way? 
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	GENERAL INFORMATION 
	~ARTNERSHIPS IN LEARNING ASSISTANCE. Hunter R. Boylan (ed) San Franciso, CA: Jessey-Bass, 1982. (LC 238 .F67 1982) 
	FORGING NEW 

	FOUNDATION GRANTS TO INDIVIDUALS. Claude Brailleaux and Alexis Teitz Gersumky (ed) New York: Foundation Center, 1982. (Ref. LB 2336 .F598 1982) 
	GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS: PROPOSALMANSHIP AND WINNING STRATEGIES. Herman Woltz. Plenum Press, 1979. (HD 3860 .H64) 
	INDIANA FOUNDATIONS: A DIRECTORY. Paula Reading Spear (ed) Indianapolis, IN: Central Research Systems, 1985. (Ref. AS 911 .A2I5 1985) 
	198DIRECTORY OF INDIANA DONORS. Indianapolis, IN: Indiana Donors Alliance, 1985. (Ref HV 98 .I6D57 1985) 
	5 

	SURVEY OF GRANT-MAKING FOUNDATIONS WITH ASSETS OVER $1,000,000 OR GRANTS OF OVER $200,000. New York: Public Service Materials Center. (Ref. AS 911 .A2S96) 
	HOW TO WRITE GRANT PROPOSALS 
	THE ART OF WINNING CORPORATE GRANTS. Howard Hillman & Marjorie Chamberlain. New York: Vanguard Press, 1980. (HG 177 .H47) 
	THE ART OF WINNING GOVERNMENT GRANTS. Howard Hillman & Kathryn Natale. New York: Vanguard press, 1977. (HJ 275 .H49 1977) 
	FOUNDATION FUNDAMENTALS: A GUIDE FOR GRANTSEEKERS. Carol M. Kurzig. New York: Foundation Center, 1980. (HV 41 .K87) 
	GETTING GRANTS. Craig W. Smith & Eric W. Skiei. New York: Harper & Row, 1981. (HJ 275 .S55 1981) 
	GRANT PROPOSALS THAT SUCCEEDED. Virgina White. New York: Plenum Press, 1983. (HG 177 .G69 1983) 
	-2
	GRANTS: HOW TO FIND OUT ABOUT THEM AND WHAT TO DO NEXT. Virginia P. White. 
	New York, 
	New York, 
	New York, 
	Plenum Press, 
	1975. 
	(Q 18D .U5W47) 

	HOW 
	HOW 
	TO WRITE SUCCESSFUL FOUNDATION PRESENTATIONS. Joseph Dermer. Public Service Materials Center, 1980 (AS 911 .A2D427 1980) 
	New York: 

	THE 
	THE 
	INDIVIDUAL'S GUIDE TO GRANTS. Press, 1983. (AZ 188 .U5M37 
	Judith B. 1983) 
	Margolin. 
	New York: 
	Plenum 


	THE NEW HOW TO RAISE FUNDS FROM FOUNDATIONS. Joseph Dermer. New York: Public Service Materials Center, 1979. (AS 911 .A2D4 1979) 
	THE QUICK PROPOSAL WORKBOOK: HOW TO PRODUCE BETTER GRANT PROPOSALS IN 25-50\ LESS TIME. Daniel Lynn Conrad. San Francisco, CA: Public Management Institute, 1980. (Ref. HV 41 .C639 1980) 
	SOURCES OF GRANTS 
	THE 
	THE 
	THE 
	COMPLETE GRANTS 
	SOURCEBOOK FOR 
	HIGHER EDUCATION. 
	American council 
	on 

	Education. 
	Education. 
	Washington, 
	DC: 
	The 
	Council, 
	1980. 
	(Ref. 
	LB 
	2336 
	.A6 

	1980) 
	1980) 


	THE FOUNDATION DIRECTORY. Foundation Library Center. New York: Columbia University Press, 1960-. (Ref AS 911 .A2F65) (most recent edition in reference) 
	THE FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX. New York: Foundation Center, 1983-. (Ref. AS 911 .A2F66) (most recent edition in reference) 
	GRANT'S REGISTER: POSTGRADUATE AWARDS IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD. St. James Press, 1969-• (Ref. LB 2338 .G7) (most recent edition in reference) 
	SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, AND LOANS. S. Norman Feingold. Boston, Mass.: Bellman Publ. Co., 1949-(Ref. LB 2338 .F4) (most recent edition in reference) 
	SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS AND LOANS. M. Lorraine Mathies, (ed) New York: Macmillan Information, 1977-• (Ref. LB 2338 .C58) (most recent edition in reference) 
	WHERE AMERICA'S LARGE FOUNDATIONS MAKE THEIR GRANTS. New York: Public Services Materials Center, 1972. (Ref. AS 911 .A3W43) 
	.,.
	. 
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	SOURCES TO GRANTS IN SPECIALIZED AREAS 
	GRANTS FOR LIBRARIES: A GUIDE TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FUNDING PROGRAMS AND PROPOSAL WRITING TECHNIQUES. Emmett Corry. Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited, 1982. (Z683 .C754 1982) 
	GRANTS IN THE HUMANITIES: A SCHOLAR'S GUIDE TO FUNDING SURCES. William E. Coleman. New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, 1980. (Ref. AZ 507 .C58} 
	NIH EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS: FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING. U.S. Dept.of Health and Human Services. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985. (Gov't Pub. HE 20.3002:EX 8/985) 
	PERIODICAL 
	GRANTLINE (irregular) 1984-• (Library has incomplete holdings on Reserve) (Contact IUSB Assistant Dean of Faculties for complete holdings.) 
	ONLINE DATA BASE SEARCHING 
	Why you may want to use this service: 
	Computer data base searches provide more ways to find relevant information than do searches of print information sources. 
	Computer data base searches provide more search flexibility than do searches of print information sources. 
	Computer data base searches often provide more current information than do searches of print information sources. 
	Computer data base searches make information avaiiable which is not found in print sources. 
	but, Computer data base searches cost. 
	Some topi.cs cannot be searched effectively using a computer data base. 
	The IUSB Library may not have all the material from your search, so some material may have to be obtained from other libraries through interlibrary loan. 
	Browsing through information on a topic cannot be done. 
	Retrospective searching is limited with data base searching. 
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	The IUSB.LIBRARY can search the following Foundation/Grants 
	databasesFoundation DirectorFoundation Grants IndeGrant
	: 
	y 
	x 
	s 

	GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
	various departments of the Federal Government publish material relative to issues in Foundation/Grants. 
	THE MONTHLY CATALOG OF U.S. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS, located in the Government Publications Reference Area, is the index used to find specific titles or series from various departments. 
	Additional information may be available as outlined below: 
	GRANT/Scan* Research & Sponsored Programs (IUPUI), in cooperation with Indianapolis Computing Services, now makes available a menudriven electronic information system to p~ovide 24-hour access to continually updated University grant-related information 
	(e.g., indirect costs1 internal funds, NIH deadlines, and boiler plate for proposals). Any campus terminal or microcomputer connected to the IU Computing Network or off-campus equipment with a modem can gain access. Copies of the instructional brochure may be obtained by calling Research and Sponsored Programs, Ext. 8285. There is no charge for this service. 
	*Copyright 1985 
	Budget Calculator Software Package A software package for the IBM-PC to help researchers calculate grant proposal budgets has been created by R&GD, IUB. Writers of NSF, NIH, and other Federal agency proposals will find the package particularly helpful. Copies of this program and user manuals are available free from BACS. Mail your own diskette to Terry Usrey, BACS, Memorial West 007, IUB1 or call 5-2599 to make an appointment. 
	HelpLine at IUB The Grants Office of Research and Graduate Development on the IUB campus provides a telephone HelpLine available 24 hours a day with recorded messages of interest to faculty and staff preparing proposals. Information on current rates (e.g., indirect costs, fringe benefits,· fee remissions, travel and per diem) will be provid~d, along with other information designed to help researchers in their efforts to secure both internal and external support. The telephone number for the HelpLine is 335
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	SPIN Searches Now Available The Office of Research and Graduate Development (IUB) and the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs (IUPUI) now have an additional service available to assist faculty in locating external funding. A search can be conducted of a computerized data base call Sponsored Programs. Information Network (SPIN) for funding opportunities applicable to a particular project. Faculty in Indianapolis who are interested should call 8285~ and faculty in Bloomington or on a regional campus sho
	For more information ask at the Reference Desk or call 237-4440 
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